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LIST OF NOTATION 
The following list is of that notation I have used which 
is not completely standard in modern publications on group 
theory but which has not been fully introduced in the test. 
S the cardinal of the set S 
S \T the set of elements in S but not in the set T 
<i> the empty set 
e the identity element of the group in questior' 
gp{aj,ag,... j 0)^  = e,w£ = e,...] 
the group generated by with 
relations Wj = e,cjg = e 
Let G be a group, let s,t,... € G , and let S,T,... be 
subsets of G . Let 9 be a homomorphism of G . 
sgp(s,t,.,,] the subgroup of G generated by s,t,.,. 
sgp{S,T,...} the subgroup of G generated by S,T,... 
sgp{S,s,T,t,... } sgp{S, {s],T, ft],...] 
E sgp{e} 
s"^  t-^st 
[s,t] s-H-^st 
[S,T] sgp([s,t] I s e S , t e T} 
CS,t] [S,{t]] 
CJT) the set of elements in S that centralize T . 
- Vll -
S the least norraal subgroup of G containing 
S (i.e. the normal closure of S in G) 
the centre of G 
G| the order of G 
var(G) 
the variety generated by G 
var (Q) the variety generated by the set of grouns Q 
ker 0 the kernel of Q 
d(G) 
the least number of elements which "Generate G 
the field of integers modulo the prime p 
C H A P T E R 
INTRCDUCTION, 
The thesis is divided into tv/o parts. Although the 
problems treated in the two parts are in no way connected, the 
main too l , the v/i^ eath product, and to some extent the properties 
of i t that are exploited, are the same. Definitions of the 
relevant wreath products can be found in the introductions to 
Chapters 2 and 7 . 
The V/Teath product in i ts various forms has been used for 
solving a wide variety of problems (see for instance [1], [6], 
[21]) . Somethirg of this ve rsa t i l i t y can be seen from the lack 
of connexion between Parts I and I I . or even from differences of 
application within Part I I , 
Certain properties of the normal closure of a particular 
subgroup (the top group) of a wreath product are essential to 
both parts (Lemma 2„6 and Theorem T.s ) . Embedding properties 
have been used to a lesser degree. The celebrated result of 
Krasner and Kaloujnine [12] that any extension of a group A by 
a group B can be embedded ir. the standard wreath product of 
A and B is used imt)licitlj^ in Chapter 4l~ a theorem of 
P, Hall quoted there depends heavily on this fact . In part II, 
Lemmas 5.7 and 8,2 are statements of embedding properties of 
d i f ferent kinds. 
In Chapters 4 , 6 and 8 the following well-known lemma 
plays an essential part. V/e state it here as it is used in 
both parts of the thesis. The proof is omitted. 
The cartesian product of a family {Gj} of groups, indexed 
t^f a set J say, is the group of all families {g-} , g . e G- , 
J J J 
with multiplication defined by 
i g j K b j ) = (gjhj) ; gj.hj e G. . 
The terms "embedding" of a group A into a group B , 
and"monomorphisra"' of A into B are synonymous. 
0,1 Leffima„ A group G can be embedded in the cartesian product 
of the family {G.} if and only if there exists a family {N.} , 
J -J 
j € J , of normal subgroups of G such that for all j e J , 
G/N. can be embedded in G . , and 0 . = E . 
J J J^J J 
In Part I ws shall consider ascending sequences of groups. 
These are a particular case of ascending infinite chains of 
subgroups of a groupj which are important in many parts of the 
theory of infinite groups. 
Vie are concerned with the following aspects. 
A natural qae&ticr. to ask is:- Given two ascending sequences 
of groups 
? ^ ^ * * * ^ 
such that G = H f o r n > 1 , when is i t true that n n — ' 
U" G S H ? n=i n n=i n 
A simple su f f i c i en t condition is given in Chapter 1: i f 
there exists a sequence of isomorphisms a^ from G^ onto H^ 
such that, f o r a l l n , the r es t r i c t i on of a , t o G is n+x n 
a^ , then the above unions are isomorphic. 
Suppose we demand only that for each f ixed ^ ^ 1 > there 
exist an isomorphism a from G^  onto H such that ^ n n n 
G^a^ = H^ for 1 < i < n . The cor?«truetions in Chapter 3 
provide examples which s a t i s f y this condition but f o r which 
G ^ U°° H (Remark 3 .8 ) . However with the added res t r i c t i on n=i n ' n=i n 
that the automorphism group of G^ be f i n i t e for a l l n , this 
weakened condition does s u f f i c e f o r isomorphism of the unions 
(Theorem 3 . 9 ) . 
These s u f f i c i e n t conditions are in general nowhere near 
being necessary. Examples can easily be concocted with the aid 
of Theorem 1.11 of Chapter 1, for which, f o r every n , no 
isomorphism from G ^ onto H maps G onto H , yet ^ n+i n+x n n ' 
such that G =U~ H . It appears to be d i f f i c u l t to n=i n n=i n 
f ind any comparably general necessary condit ion. 
One might also ask just how many non-isomorphic unions exist 
f or each suitable given sequence of isomorphism classes of groups. 
That i s , i f we a r e g iven a sequence {G^ ® > groups 
such t h a t G cr.n be embedded i n G f o r a l l n , t h e n n n+i 
how many non- i somorph ic g roups can be o b t a i n e d t h a t a r e unions of. 
a s c e n d i n g sequences of groups i somorphic t o t h e G^ ? 
An upper bound f o r t h i s number can be r e a d i l y o b t a i n e d . 
If f o r n > 1 , M i s t h e s e t of a l l monoraorphisms of G i n t o — n Ji 
G^^^ , t h e n t h e c a r d i n a l of t h e c a r t e s i a n p roduc t of t h e sequence 
{M^} ( t h a t i s t h e s e t of a l l sequences (0 } , e M ) i s 
such an upper bound. F o r , a s w i l l be shown i n Chapte r 1, any 
un ion of a sequence of groups 
w i t h H^ = G^ , n 1 , i s i somorphic t o a group c a l l e d t h e 
" d i r e c t l i m i t " of (^^jj) u n i q u e l y de t e rmined by some sequence 
{0 } of erabeddings ( D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 e t s e q q . ) . 
n 
I t i s e a s y t o f i n d examples f o r which t h i s bound i s a t t a i n e d . 
For i n s t a n c e when G^ i s an i n f i n i t e c y c l e f o r eve ry n , t h e n 
a s e t of 2 p a i r w i s e non- i somorph ic groups t h a t a r e un ions of 
a s c e n d i n g sequences of i n f i n i t e c y c l i c subgroups can be o b t a i n e d 
a s c e r t a i n subgroups of t h e a d d i t i v e group of r a t i o n a l numbers . 
(See Kurosh [13] Vol , 1, p , 5 6 . ) C l e a r l y 2 "" i s t h e 
maximum number p o s s i b l e i n t h i s c a s e . 
If G^ i s f i n i t e f o r a l l n , t h e n a g a i n 2 i s a bound 
for the number of non-isotnorphic direct limits of • 
Chapter 3 it is shovvn that for certain fixed sequences of wreath 
products, simple variations in the sequence of embeddings give 
H e 
ris e to 2 non-isomorphic direct limits. Since there are 
only 2 ^ "isomorphism classes of countable groups, this gives 
us a method of constructing "large" numbers of non-isomorphic 
locally finite, countable groups. 
In Chapter 4 v/e take G^ to be a certain wreath product of 
p-power order (p prime) so taat the direct limits are locally 
finite, countably infinite p-groups. 
Various infinite p-groups with properties widely different 
from those of finite p-groups, have been constructed. (See 
Kurosh [13], Vol. 2, appendix Q.) The ones we obtain have 
trivial centre and are 'verbally complete" according to the 
following definition due to P. Hall [6], 
0.2 Definition. A group G is said to be verbally complete if 
for every element g € G and every word w(xi,, .. (of 
some auxiliary free group of countably infinite rank) there exist 
elements gi^.-.jgj^e G such that 
w(gi,...,g^) = g . 
The fact that we obtain the maximum possible number of 2 
4. 
non-isomorphic, locally finite, countably infinite, verbally complete 
p-groups with trivial centres answers a question asked by P. Hall 
in the same paper. 
Chapter 1 consists of a general introduction to Part I 
and a theorem (Theorem l.ll) on direct limits of direct powers 
of a fixed group, which is justified mainly by its applications 
to Chapter 3. Chapter 2 consists of preliminary definitions and 
results connected with tbo •vvreath product, and Chapters 3 and 4 
contain the main results desc;-ibed above. 
In Part II entirely different problems are tackled. Before 
describing them, some of their background should be sketched in. 
Most of the following definitions and results stated without 
proof, can be found in some or all of the papers [7], [8], [lO], 
[11], [20], [21]. 
Let F be a free group on a countably infinite number of 
free generators. A variety V corresponding to a set of words 
V E F , may be defined as the class of all groups G for which 
the verbal subgroup V(G) is trivial. It can be shown that a 
variety is equivalently defined as a class of groups closed under 
the operations of taking homomorphic images, subgroups, and 
cartesian products. Consequently the variety generated by a 
set or class of groups is well-defined as the closure of the set 
or class. 
A well-known set of varieties for which the famous "finite 
basis" problem of B.H. Neumann has been solved (Oates and Powell 
[ 2 0 ] ) is the set of var ie t i es generated by a s ingle f i n i t e 
group. We c a l l such a var ie ty a Cross variety . That this is 
equivalent to the usual de f in i t i on (see Higman [ 7 ] ) is the 
resul t of Gates and Powell [20 ] . 
Given a group G , any factor group H/N where 
E < N < H < G is cal led a factor of G . Provided we do not 
have both H = G and N = E , H/N is said to be a proper factor 
of G . 
The group G is c r i t i c a l i f i t is not in the variety 
generated by i t s proper fac tors . (cf. Hignan [7 ] ) 
By " l o c a l l y f i n i t e " v a r i e t i e s , "ni lpotent" var ie t ies e t c . , 
we shall mean var iet ies a l l of v/hose groups are l o c a l l y f i n i t e , 
n i lpotent , e t c . 
One can prove that any c r i t i c a l group is f i n i t e l y generated, 
and any l o c a l l y f i n i t e variety is generated by the c r i t i c a l 
groups contained in i t . A Cross var iety , which is c l ear ly 
l o c a l l y f i n i t e , has only f i n i t e l y many c r i t i c a l groups. 
Another important concept (due to Hanna Neumann) is that of 
a product var iety U Y of two var iet ies U , V . This is 
defined as the class of a l l group extensions of groups in U 
by groups in V . One has, of course, to prove that this c lass 
is a var iety . 
I t is natural to ask f o r those product var iet ies which are 
also Cross v a r i e t i e s , A^L. Smel'kin [21] has proved that U Y 
8 
is a Cross variety if and only if U is nilpotent of exponent 
m , V is abelian of exponent a , and (m,n) = 1 . These 
particular varieties are the subject of Part II. There they 
are denoted by H v/here N is nilpotent of class c and 
exponent a , 
The set of varieties generated by a finitely generated group 
is larger than the set of Cross varieties. If a variety V 
is generated by an r-generator.group then it is generated by its 
reduced free group of rank r ' that is by the factor group 
F /V(P. ) = F^{V) where F is free cf rank r . For such a r i ~ r 
variety it seems of interest to determine how small r can be 
made. Denote by t{y) the least r such thit F^(v) generates 
V „ In the paper [l ] of G, Bautaslag, B.H. Neumann, Hanna 
Neumann and Peter M. Neumann, ^(v) is found for several kinds 
of varieties Y . Graham Higman [8] has shown that if V is 
any nilpotent variety of class c ( that is, V contains 
nilpotent groups of class precisely c) , then -^ (Y) £ C . It 
is Imown (see [1]) that for the variety N of all nilpotent 
groups of class < c , [c/2]< c , where [c/2] denotes 
the integral part of c/2 . To date no sharper bound has been 
obtained. 
In contrast with this, the main theorem of Part II (Theorem 
5.l) states that if U is any non-abelian nilpotent variety of 
class c and exponent c , Y is abelian of exponent n , and 
9 
(m,n) = 1 , then ^(u v ) = c . 
In Chapter 5 it is proved that -liu Y ) < c . Most of 
the arguments used there are due to L.G. Kovacs. 
In Chapter 6 we determine the suhvariety lattices of 
varieties U V of the above form for U nilpotent of class 
2 and certain pairs of exponents m,n . It turns out that these 
particular varieties, for which -t(u v ) = 2 , each contain a 
critical group which is a strictly 3-generator group. This 
provides a limitation (in a certain weak sense - see the 
introduction to Chapter 6) to a remark of Hfinca Neumann (Theorem 
6 . 2 ) that a variety generated by a single k-generator group is 
not generated by its (k - l) - generator groups. I do not 
touch the more general question of whether for each positive 
integer k there exists a variety generated by its k-generator 
groups, and also by a set of critical groups some or all of which 
require strictly more than k generators. 
In Chapter 7, a characterisation of the normal closures 
of subgroups of the "top group" of a verbal wreath product is 
obtained, and this is applied in Chapter 8 to obtain -t(U V ) > c 
for product varieties U V of the above form. 
We conclude the introduction with a description of one 
of the principal tools used in Part II. 
Write II G for the free product of the family of 
J^J j 
groups {G.} indexed as before by J. (For a definition, 
J 
10 
see for example Kurosh [13] , Vol, 2.). The cartesian subgroup 
C = C ( N ^ )G. , of the free product, is the^'^Tubgroup generated 
t/ J 
by all commutators [g. ,g. ] where g . e G . , g . e G . , 
J- Js Js Js 
and Ji ^ jg • Loosely speaking, the cartesian subgroup is the 
normal subgroup that has to be factored out of the free product to 
give the direct product of the family {G.} . 
J 
Suppose V is p. set cf v/ords in the auxiliary free group 
F , The follov/ing definition is due to S, Moran [14] . 
Defigj:tion. The verbal V-product of the family { G . } is 
J 
the factor group 
-
JL^G = (N: G.)/(V(E:^G.) N C ) , 
jt-J jej J / jej J 
S. Moran [14] has shown that this product is associative 
in the obvious sense and that it sharec other properties with the 
free and direct products. In fact the direct product of {G. ] 
J 
may be looked upon as the verbal A-product of {G.} where A 
J 
is the derived group of F , and A is the variety of all abelian 
groups. We still denote '.t by n.p^G. . (This notation will 
J^^ J 
also be used for the "internal" direct product of a set of 
subgroups of a group.) 
We shall in Fart II sometimes regard the G . as subgroups 
J 
of the verbal product under consideration. That is, we shall 
11 
not distinguish between G. and (G .. ( v ( n * ^G ) n c ) ) / ( v ( n * ^ , G . ) n c ) 
J J JSJ J J^J J 
The distinction will always be clear from the context. 
PAET I 
ASCENDING SEQUENCES 0? C-HOUPS 
13 
C H A P T E R 1. 
DIRECT LEllITS AND DIRECT POWERS 
Introduction* direct l imits . 
It is often convenient to express a group as a union of an 
ascending sequence of subgroups 
1 • 1 Hj^  < Hg < . . . , 
or a group may occur as such a union. For example, a countable 
l o c a l l y f i n i t e group is the union of an ascending sequence of 
f i n i t e groups; a ZA-group of c lass w , the f i r s t in f in i t e 
ordinal , is the union of i t s upper central ser ies ; a group of type p°° , 
p , p prime , is the union of p-power cyc les . (See Kurosh 
[ 1 3 ] . ) 
Suppose more generally that a sequence {G n = l , 2 , . . . } n 
of groups and a sequence — ^n+i^ monomorphisms 
are given. Then the fol lowing construction (Kurosh [ 13], 
vo l , l ) y ie lds in the natural way a union of an ascending 
sequence of groups (G^} f®'^ which ^^ ^ ^^ • 
1.2 De f in i t i on . The d irect l imit L of the sequence {G^} 
with embeddings i® group consisting of a l l threads; 
that is sequences 
^ k ' ^ k + i " " ' 
14 
subject to the following conditions: 
(i) k > 1 ; 
(2) g, . e G . , i = 0,1,... ; k+i k+i 
k^-Hi^ k-fi = gk+i-fx ' i = 0,1,... ; 
(4) if k > 1 then g, is the image under 0 of K K—1 
no element of G 
k-i 
The multiplication of threads 
'k'^ k-fi 
and 
is given by 
r' = I „ I +1 ,... , 
where ra = raax(-t,k) if k f -t . If k = t , the sequence 
g^g^ ,... , is completed to a thread by adding, if 
necessary, suitable elements at the beginning to ensure that (4) 
is satisfied. 
Then it is easy to check that this product is indeed a 
thread and that this multiplication defines a group. (See Kurosh 
[ 13] , Vol 1.) 
If H is a subgroup of G^ for some n , denote by H 
that group of threads which contain an element of H as a 
term. Similarly, i f g e G^ write g for that thread in L 
containing g as a term. Then G = G and L is the n n 
union of the ascending sequence 
Gx < Gs < ••• 
Now i f this construction is carried out with the groups H^ 
of the sequence 1.1 in place of the G^ , taking each as 
the identity mapping, then the mapping 
h ~ > h , h e U°° H n=i n 
UU u u • is an isoir rphism from U H onto U H , the group ^ n=i n n=i n ' ^ f 
obtained by forming threads. 
More generally, suppose we are given two f i n i t e or in f in i t e 
sequences {^j^) {K^] of groups. The sequences are 
assumed to be both i n f i n i t e or both f i n i t e of the same length. 
Let {e G 0 < G } and {cp | K cp < K ] be sequences n n n — n+i n n n — n+i 
of monomorphisms. The following de f in i t ion is a generalization 
of the one given by Phil ip Hall [6] for the case when {G^} and 
{K^} have length 2 . 
1.3 Def in i t i on . The sequences {0^} and {cp^} are said to 
16 
be of t h e same type i f t h e r e e x i s t s a sequence (a^) of 
isomorphisms a from G onto K , such t h a t n n n 
1 .4 e a . = a cp n n+i n^n 
That i s t o say {0^} and {cp^} a r e of t h e same type i f t h e r e 
e x i s t s a sequence {O!^ } of isomorphisms such t h a t f o r each n 
t h e diagram 
G - -7G n n+i 
i i 
9 
IS. - - - - - - - -
n 
i s commutat ive. 
Then t h e f o l l o w i n g lemma i s s imple t o p rove . 
1 .5 Lemma. If two sequences of embeddings a r e of t h e same 
t y p e t h e n t h e d i r e c t l i m i t s c o n s t r u c t e d from them a r e isomorphic 
P r o o f , Let [G^} , {0^} (g iv ing r i s e t o d i r e c t l i m i t 
L j say) and [K^] , {cp^} (with d i r e c t l i m i t Lg) be as in 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .3 and suppose a sequence [o;^} of isomorphisms 
from G onto K e x i s t s s a t i s f y i n g 1 . 4 . We s h a l l now n R ^ to 
c o n s t r u c t an isomorphism a between and Lg . 
17 
Let g € L v/here g e G . Since L is the union n 1 n n i 
of the G. , every element of L^  may be w i t t e n in the 
fora g^ for some posit ive integer n . Set 
1.6 g a = g a € L . °n n n s 
To v e r i f y that a is a mapping we prove that g a = g a a n 
implies that g ' f o r g ' e G , m > n . Suppose 
^ n m m — 
g ' a = g a 
m n 
Then by 1.6, 
= g a , Mm n n 
which implies by Def init ion 1.3 that 
g ' a = g a cp . . . cp "mm ^n n n m-x 
Applying 1.4 m - n times, we obtain 
g ' a = g 9 . . . 0 a , 
mm n n m-i m 
and since a is an isomorphism, m 




The mapping a is c l ear ly onto L^ . It i s ( l , l ) since 
the re lat ion a ' : Lg — > L^  defined by 
k a ' = k a - i , k e K , n n n ' n n 
i s a mapping by the same argument as above, and is thus the inverse 
mapping of a . 
To prove that a is homomorphic i t su f f i ces to show that 
( g ' . g )o: = (g 'o ; ) . (g a ) m n m ti 
where g ' e G and m > n . Now bv 1.3, m m — 
( g ' . g ^ ) a = g ' ( g e 0 )a m n m n n m-i 
= ( g ' ( g 0 . . . 0 ) ) a (by 1.6) m n n m—i m 
( g ' a ) . (g a cp . . .cp ) (by 1.4) mm n u n m-i 
gVt .ff a (by 1 .3) 
(by 1 .6) 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The follov/ing coro l lary is almost se l f - ev ident . 
19 
1.7 Corollary. Suppose (G } is an infinite sequence of groups n 
and ^n^n — ^n+i^ ^ sequence of monomorphisms giving 
rise to direct limit L . If {G. } is an infinite subsequence 
of {G^} and for n = l,2,... , , thes. the 
n'B n+i 
direct limit L" formed from {Gj } and } is isomorphic •'•n ^ 
to L . 
Proof. The proof is briefly as follows. Ws have 
L = G^ . Let cp^  be the identity map on G^ , n = 1,2,.. 
If, for n = 1,2,..., a is the isomorphism from G. onto G-n ^n n 
defined by 
"e o; = g. 
where g. e G. , then the condition 1.4 is readily seen 
to be satisfied and hence L = L by Lemma 1.5. 
Theorem 1.11 below and its proof yield examples of a 
sequence of groups {G } with two sequences [0 G Q < G } n n n n n+i' 
and {cpj^  I < G^^,} with no non-empty subsequences of the n^n — n+i 
same type, yet giving rise to isomorphic direct limits. Thus 
the condition that two sequences of embeddings be of the same 
type, though sufficient for isomorphism of the direct limits 
by Lemma 1.5, is by no means necessary in general. On the other 
hand it will appear in Chapter 3 (Remark 3.8) that no obvious 
weakening of this condition is possible in general. 
20 
Since the problem of finding some reasonably general 
necessary condition for isomorphism of direct limits seems 
unattackable even when the sequence of groups is fixed, we consider, 
as outlined in Chapter 0, some special kinds of sequences of 
groups and embeddings. By fixing the sequence of groups but 
varying the embeddings, we construct large numbers of non-
isomorphic countably infinite groups with unusual properties 
(chapters 2, 3, 4). 
Direct limits of direct powers of a fixed group. 
The direct limits of wreath products ivhich we shall construct 
later, contain as subgroups certain direct limits of finite direct 
powers of a fixed finite group. Since these subgroups will be 
of interest to us and since a sequence of finite increasing 
direct powers of a fixed group G is an obvious simple example 
of a sequence of groups possessing natural embeddings at each 
step, we start by investigating the direct limits obtainable from 
sequences such as these (in the case of finite G) with suitable 
restrictions on the embeddings. 
Before we can give the main theorem a few definitions are 
required. Let S be any non-empty set. Then in standard 
o 
notation, G denotes the group of all functions from S into 
G with the product fh of functions f , h defined at each 
argument s e S by 
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(fh)(s) = f(s)h(s) . 
If S = {l,...,n} then it is usual to write g'^  for G^ . 
<5 
The group G^  is called a cartesian power of G: it is 
isomorphic to the cartesian product of |s | isomorphic copies 
of G . g 
The support supp(p) of a subset F of G is the subset 
of all those elements s e S such that for some f e F , f(s) 
is not the unit element of G . Similarly we speak of the 
support of a function f e F and write supp(f) . The g subgroup of G consisting of all functions with finite support 
(s) is called a direct power of G , denoted by G^ . Clearly 
if S is finite, G^®^ = G^ . 
g 
If Sj^  c S then G ^ will denote the subgroup of 
g 
all functions f e G with supp(f) c S^ , and G[Sj will 
mean the subgroup of all functions constant on S^ ^ and taking 
the value e outside S^ . If g e G then g[S^] will denote 
that function in G[Si] taking the value g on S^ . In g 
particular, G[S] is called the diagonal of G and 
G[{s}] = G[s] , s 6 S , the sth co-ordinate subgroup. 
Similarly we adopt the notation g[s] for that function f in 
G[s] for which f(s) - g : the square brackets are used to 
avoid the misinterpretation of g[s] as the value of some g function at s . Obviously G is the cartesian product of its 
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co-ordinate subgroups. 
For the rest of this chapter G will denote a finite group. 
We are concerned with direct limits of sequences of finite 
direct powers of G , with fairly natural restrictions on the 
embeddings allowed. More explicitly, we take a sequence of 
non-empty finite sets 
with S^ = (where the superscripts are 
used to distinguish the elements of S.) so that j s . 1 1 = n. 
i = 1,2,... , where n^ — > oo raonotonically with i . T^en 
the sequence of groups we consider, is 
G^SG®^,... 
S • S • 
with raonomorphisms Q^ : G ^ — G , i = 1,2,.,. , restricted 
by the following two requirements. 
1.8 
For each s^ e S , G[s"']<3.is to be a subdirect product 1 1 i 
s of a part product of G , for all i . 
(That is to say that the projection of G[s.]0, on each co-ordinate 
S • 
subgroup of G is to be the whole of that co-ordinate 
subgroup or else trivial.) 
The second, less natural, requirement needs a preliminary 
definition. Given a set S , the set of all subsets (the power 
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. •^It.'VW 
set) of S is denoted by (P(s) . A mapping t^ f-es^ 
CP(S^) into is defined for each i as follov/s. 
S| 5 S^ ; then set 
S' 
S^T^ = supp(G ie^) . 
Then the second requirement is that 
for all i > 1 and all s"' e S there exist a positive — 1 1 
1.9 integer k(i,j) such that 
\ - . . 
i |{SJ]T....T . . . I > 1 . 
S • 
Let L denote the direct limit of {G with a fixed 
sequence {0^) of raonoraorphisms satisfying 1.8 and 1.9, Theoren 
1,11 will show that, up to isomorphism, there are at nost two 
possibilities for L , and these can be simply defined as 
subgroups of G , where I is the set of positive integers. 
This fact that, assuming 1.9, at most two non-isomorphic 
direct limits can occur is the one that is relevant to the 
later chapters. Without the condition 1.9, the resulting 
direct limits can still be described as subgroups of in a 
similar to that emerging from the proof of Lemma 1.13 belov/: 
this indicates that the number of non-isomorphic direct limits 
then arising may not even be countable, but I have not been 
able to prove anything definite. 
In order to state the theorem (with the conditions 1.8 
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and 1 .9 ) , we define one particular subgroup of G . This 
requires again some nrelirainary de f in i t i ons . 
^ part i t ion P of a set S is a set P of subsets 
of S whose union is S and such that any two d i s t inc t 
subsets intersect in the eranty set . Given two partit ions 
Pj and P^ of S , we say that P^ is a sub-partition of P^  
i f P^ is obtained from Pi by partit ioning the subsets in P^  
We now def ine , by induction on i , a sequence of 
part i t ions of I into i n f i n i t e subsets : 
1.10 P ( l ) , P(2) P ( i ) , . . . , 
such that P ( i + l ) is a sub-partition of P ( i ) . 
Set P ( l ) = {1} = {P ] say, and assume inductivelj'- that 
* 11 
P ( i ) has been defined: 
P ( i ) = {P. , , . . . , P . i - 1} . 
Then f o r each j e { ! , . . . , l e t 
P. , . i - 1} 1+1,J' 1+1,j+s ^ 
be any part i t ion of j into two i n f i n i t e subsets 
Then P(i + l ) is the part i t ion 
1+1,1' 1+1,s ^ 
of I into 2^ in f in i t e subsets. 
Evidently i f S' and S" are non-eapty subsets of a set 
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S such that S ' fl S" = ^ , then as subgroups of G^ , G® 
S" 
and G' generate their direct product. 
With this in mind we can ^vrite down the suogroup L^ c:i 
G^ that we are concerned with, as follows: 
L„ = I i ^ I) • 
Note that, up to iscmorphism, L^ is independent of the 
particular partitions taken, provided they are formed according 
to the definition: that is, I is partitioned into tvro 
infinite subsets, these are treated likewise and so on. For if 
P'(i) = {P! . I 1 < j < is similarly defined, then there 
1 ) J 
is a (l,l) mapping of I onto itself which maps P. . onto 
^ : J 
pi . . Then clearly the mapping 
1 > J 
g[P. J — > g[P! .] , g e G , 
^ ? J 1 ? J 
defines an isomorphism between L^ and the group obtained in tlic 
same way from {P'(i)] • This fact will be used subsequently. 
We deduce briefly a few properties of L^ . Since 
P(i + l) is a sub-partition of P(i) for all i e I , it 
oi-ix 
follows that the sequence {TI . G[P. •]] is ascending 
j=i 
and hence that 
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For each i ^ 2 consider the set j I J o^d, 
1 < j < 2^ " ' } . The notation is such that this is^ fo r each 
i , a par t i t i on of P ; c a l l i t 'P^(i ) . Then we also 
have that P i ( i + l ) is a sub-partit ion of P x ( i ) . S ' tai lar ly, 
f o r each i > 2 , {P- • j j even, 1 < j < is a par t i t ion , 
— 1J J — 
P s ( i ) say, of Pg.g , and Pg ( i + l ) is a sub-partition of 
r^^'(i) , Write 
oo , V oo / V 
From the remark above, one has in particular that 
Li = = L^ , But a lso , L^ and L^ have supports 
itxtersccting t r i v i a l l y . Hence sgp{Lj^,Lg] = Lj^  X L^ ; moreove: 
L = sp-p{L ,L } . Thus L = L X L whence i t fol lows that 
0 1 2 0 0 0 
L = L^ fo r a l l i £ I . 
0 0 
However i t is not true in general that L^ = L^ . For 
suppose G has t r i v i a l centre. Then the central izer of any 
f i n i t e set of eleinents of L^^^ is i n f i n i t e (since any f i n i t e 0 
set of elements must have f i n i t e support) whereas the f i n i t e 
subgroup G[ Pj^  G [ I ] of L^ has t r i v i a l centra l i zer . Thus 
LQ ^ ^^ this case,, 
Xle can now formulate the theorem. 
1,11 Theorem. With res t r i c t ions 1.8 and 1.9 and G f i n i t e , 
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S. the direct limit L of {G is isomorphic either to L^ 
or to L^^^ , 
0 
Remark. This contrasts with the main theorem of Chapter 3 
(Theorem 3.l) where continuously many non-isomorphic direct 
limits are obtained from a fixed sequence of finite groups by 
varying the sequence of embeddings in a correspondingly simple 
way. 
The theorem and its proof find applications in Chapter 3 
(Remarks 3.2 and 3.8). 
Proof of the theorem. If G is abelian it is not difficult 
S • 
to show that any direct limit of the sequence {G with 
embeddings restricted by 1.8 and 1.9, is isomorphic to G^^^ 
(as is L^) . It is therefore assumed that G is non-abelian, 
in which case, by 1.8, we have for each i e I , 
1 . 1 2 supp(G[sj]0^) n supp(G[s^]e^) = ^ ; 
j ^ k ; j,k e {l,...,n^} . 
The proof of the theorem splits into two parts. We frame 
the first part as a lemma. 
1.13 Lemma. If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 
1.11 it is assumed that 
1.13.i S T ( = suppCCr ^0.)) = S 




then L is isomorphic to L ^ o 
Proof, The proof consists first of constructing an 
ascending sequence of subgroups of G^ with its sequence of 
embeddings of the same type as {0^} , and second, of showing 
that the union of this ascending sequence of subgroups is 
isomorphic to L ^ o 
We again form a sequence of partitions of I : 
Q(l),Q(2),...,Q(i),..., 
v'here Q(i + l) is a sub-partition of Q(i) . W.e. shall define 
Q(i) to be a partition (Q. ,... ,Q. } of I into n. 1,1 ^ 
infinite subsets, by induction on i . 
Define Q(i) = { Qi , ^  j • • • jQ,^  "to be any partition of I 
into n^ infinite subsets, and assume inductively that 
Q(i) ={Q. } has been defined. 1,1 1 ,n 
Suppose that for each j in 1 < J '^ i ' 
1 1 1 + 1 1 + 1 
By 1.12, if j ^ k then {s-^jT. n {s^}t = . Let 1 X 1 k 
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(Q. , , ] be any partition of Q. . into 
m(i,j) infinite subsets. By the assumption 1,13.1 every 
s^^^ e ®i+i t)elongs to some (and by 1,12 to only one 
such subset of S ) and so Q is defined for all k 1+1 1+1,k 
in and Qi+i ^ ^ n j = for j k . 
Hence Q(i + l) is defined. 
Since Q(i + l) is a sub-partition of Q(i) , the 
following sequence of subgroups of G^ is ascending : 
{riji^ = (Ki) Bay. 
If S' is any non-empty subset of a set S , then write 
|j.(s') for the projection of G^ onto its direct factor G® 
Usin:- this, we define for each i e I , an isomorphism 
Si cc^  from G ^ onto K^ . Set 
g[sj]ai - » 1 < j < nx , g e G . 
For i > 1 , write for each j , 1< J S > ^^^ each 
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The a s sumpt ion 1 . 1 3 . 1 i m p l i e s t h a t eve ry s^ , 1 < k < n^ 
be longs t o { s^} i • • i _ i some j . Hence e lements 
of t h e form g[ ^ . . .9 |j. ({s^} ) g e n e r a t e G^^ . C l e a r l y 
S i. a ^ i s an isomorphism from G onto K^ . 
Let cp^  be t h e i d e n t i t y mapping of K^ onto i t s e l f . 
Then v/e p rove t h a t 
1 . 1 3 . 2 ) . a . = a.cp. , i £ I , 1 1+1 1^1 
whence i t f o l l o w s by D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 3 and Lemma 1 .5 t h a t 
L = U!" K. . 1=1 1 
We f i r s t p rove 1 . 1 3 . 2 f o r i = 1 . I t s u f f i c e s t o 
show t h a t f o r each s^ e S j , 
1 . 1 3 . 3 g [ s J ] 0 ^ a g = g[sfjo;iCPi . 
Now 
• k k where ( s ^ j r ^ = { s ^ ^ , . , , jSg®^] . Thus by t h e d e f i n i t i o n of a^ , 
M-
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But, Q^ , = Qx i . Thus the left hand side of 1.13.3 
is g[Q. .] . Th. right hand side of 1.13.3 is the saae as ^ > J 
g[si]o;j since cp^  is an identity napping ] and by the definition 
of ai , 
gisl'la = g[Q ] 1 > J 
We now prove 1.13.2 for i > 1 . Since, as remarked above, 
G^i is generated by elements of the form g [ s ^ , . . { s ^ ] ) 
for i > 1 , it is enough to prove that 
1.13.4 1+1 
By the definition of T^ , the left hand side of 1.13.4 is 
i+i ' 
and if {s^]t = {s^ '' ] , this becoaes i i i+x ' 1+1 
k. 
t=i i+x i+1 
tn 
n^ g[Q. ] by the definition of a. . 
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But as f o r the case i = 1 , this is the same as , 
which is equal to the right hand side of 1.13.4 by the de f in i t i on 
of a. : 1 
To complete the proof of the lemma i t remains to show that 
K^ is isomorphic to L^ . 
We define a third and f ina l part i t ion of I 
r (1 ) ,R(2) J , , , ,R(i ) , . , , f 
where R ( i ) = {R. , . , . , R . i - 1 ] . We use induction on i . 
Set R(I) = { I } = (RI^I) . Let r be the f i r s t integer 
such that n > 1 , where n is as before the number of r r 
elements in S . Then write r 
Assume inductively that R ( i ) is def ined, and that r ( i , j ) 
is the f i r s t integer such that R^ j , 1 S j ^ > 
expressible as a union 
t=i r ( i , j ; , k , 
where the k also depend on i , j . 
X 
Then i f n ( i , j ) > 1 , set 
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If n ( i , j ) = 1 , let - t f i j j ) ae the f i r s t integer such 
that Q / . , is eznressible as a union 
' ^ ' ( i j j ) 1/ \ 
t=x r ( i , j ; + t ( i , j ) , k ^ 
That i s , - t ( i , j ) is the f i r s t integer such that 
Condition 1.9 ensures that - t ( i , j ) ex is ts . 
Then set 
and 
n ' ( i j ) i - 1 = U Q / s „ / \ , . 
Thus (R. R. i 1} is a partit ion of [R. .] into 
two in f in i t e subsets. Since the sequence [R ( i ) } was constructed 
in the same manner as { P ( i ) } ( l . i o ) , wo have, by a prevjous 
remark (p. 25) 
cc 0±~1 
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It follows (by a straightforward induction on i ) from the 
way {R(i)} has been defined that for each i,j , Q^ j ~ \ ^ 
for some k,t , Hence 
>1-1 oi-i 
But K. = L and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
1=1 1 
Now relax the condition 1.13,1 of Lemma 1.13. Write 
Ti = Si and for i > 1 let T^ be the (possibly empty) 
subset ^T^ ^ . For each i e I consider the sequence 
where T ^ t . . , , t . e S^ . 
If i > j we clearly have by 1.12, 
1.14 T.T T.^, nT.T....T T. , = , 1 1 1+k-i J J '1 1+k-i ^ ' 
for all k € I . Write, for all i e I , 
and 
S. = T. 1,0 1 
S. , = T,t....t. , , k e I i,k 1 1 i+k-i 
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Then 1,14 can be rewritten as 
S S 
1.15 supp{G n supp(G = , 
wbere G and G are regarded as subgroups of G 
T. S. 
Let 0. be the restriction of Q. to G ^ = G , IjO 1 <5 ' 
i k and 0. , be the restriction of 0, to G ' . Then 1 ,K 
for i 6 I denote by L. the direct limit of the sequence g . . 1 . . 
X K 
{G ' I k = 0,1,..,} with tnonomorphisras j k = 0,1,.,. . 
Ob.3cusly L^ < L , and all the L^ generate L . 
It follows from 1.15 and Definition 1.2 that when i j , 
[L.,L.] = E , 
<1 
and 
L. n sgp{Lj I j ^ i] = E . 
Thus L is the direct product of its subgroups L^ ; L = L^ „ 
Now since each 0. , is a restriction of 0, , the i,k • k 
sequence {0- , k = 1,2,.,,] satisfies for each fixed i the 1 ,K I 
conditions 1.8 and 1.9 . Clearly {0. ,} also satisfies the X ,K 
condition 1.13.1 of Lemma 1.13. Hence if L. E then L- = L 1 ' X 0 
and the proof of Theorem 1.11 is complete. 
Finally we remark that little group structure has been used 
to prove Theorem 1,11 and hence that the theorem holds for more 
general algebraic systems (e.g. finite semigroups). 
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C H A P T E R 2. 
WREATH FRODUCTS AM) DIRECT LDJITS, 
Introduction. 
We turn to direct limits of sequences of wreath products. 
One reason for considering such sequences is their high yield 
of non-isomorphic direct limits per fixed sequence of groups (see 
Theorem 3.1 of Chapter 3) . In contrast with Theorem 1.11 of 
Chapter 1 we obtain in Chapter 3 continuously many non-isomorphic 
direct limits for each of certain fixed sequences of wreath 
products, although the restrictions on the emheddings correspond 
closely to the restrictions imposed in the case of sequences of 
direct powers. 
Another reason is that many of the direct limits obtained 
possess a surprising similarity without being isomorphic (see 
Remark 3 .8 ) . They provide counterexacples to a weakening of.the 
hypothesis of Lemma 1.13. 
Thirdly, P. Hall [6] has shown that, in certain circumstances , 
direct limits of sequences of wreath products are verbally complete. 
(See Definition 0.2 and Theorem 4 . 2 . ) The result obtained in 
Chapter 4 , which uses this fact , answers a question posed by 
P. Hall in the paper [6] . 
This chapter is devoted to preliminaries; we prove 
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several more-or-less well-knoivn lemmas on the permutational 
wreath product of two permutation groups, and then go on to 
make precise which direct limits of wreath products are to be 
considered. A final lemma on these direct limits then 
prepares us for the main theorem and its proof which are then 
the subject of Chapter 3. 
The wreath product. 
Some of our definitions and notations are similar to 
those of P. Fall [6]. 
Let X and Y be arbitrary sets and let G and H be 
groups of permutations of X and Y respectively. Let P = X x Y 
denote the set of all ordered pairs (x,y) with x e X , y e Y . 
For cc e G and y e Y define the permutation a(y) of P by 
the rules 1 
U,yh(y) = (xa,y) ; ix,j^h{y) = (x,y^) if y^ f y . 
Then the mapping Ci — > a(y) for all a e G , is an isomorphism 
from G onto a group G(y) , and the product 
nG(y) = n ^^  G(y) yeY 
is direct. 
Identify each ,3 £ H with the permutation of P defined by 
(x,yh = (x,y8) 
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for a l l X e X , y e Y , Then the action of H on IIG(y) 
is to permute the direct factors; for 
a(y)3 = a(y6) 
for a e G , 0 e H and y e Y . 
2 .1 Definition. The wreath product W = g\H , of G by H , 
is the product 
iu(y)-H . 
Write ILG(y) = B (GIH ) , called the base group of the 
wreath product, and H = T(G\H) the top group . Obviously 
G \ H i s a s p l i t t i n g extens ion of B ( G \ H ) by T(G \H) . I f 
A < G then A(y) is the subgroup of G(y) consisting of the 
elements o(y) , a e A . The subgroup G(y) , y e Y , is 
called the yth co-ordinate subgroup of G\H and, if Y is 
f in i te , the subgroup of a l l elements 
' a e G , 
is called the diagonal D(G IH) of G\H . ( Compare with the 
terminology of Chapter 1 for direct powers of a group.) 
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Note that the representation of the bottom group G as a 
permutation group, does not affect the isomorphism type of the 
wreath product. 
Let K be a group of permutations of a third set Z . 
Then and G IChIk) permute elements of the form 
((x,y),z) and (x,(y,z)) respectively, where x 6 X , y e Y , 
z e Z . If we identify these by adopting the notation (x,y,z) 
for both, then the cartesian product X X Y X Z of all such 
ordered triples is the pertautarid of both wreath products, and it 
follows easily that in fact 
(G\H)\K = G 1(H\K) , 
and hence that the expression gI h\ K is unambiguous. 
It follows from this that the subgroups b(g\h) , 
t(g\ h) , d( g I h) may depend on the representation chosen for 
the group W as a wreath product. It may happen (and will in 
what follows) that g I h = G^\Ei where G^ ^ G (e.g. 
V/ Ik = g \ ( h \ k ) above); hence the need to specify the 
representation. 
If ^^^ groups not explicitly given as 
permutation groups, we shall understand 
2.2 
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to mean the repeated \vreath product of the right regular 
representations of K;^  , - . o jK^ » shall c a l l 2 .2 the 
standard \yreath product of the K^ in the given order. Usually 
no d i s t i n c t i o n w i l l be made between K^ and i t s r ight regular 
representation. V/e note that the group 2.2 is always t rans i t ive 
but regular i f and only i f at least n - 1 of the K^'s are 
t r i v i a l . A lso , r e c a l l that the only regular , t rans i t ive 
permutation representation of a group is i ts right regular 
representation (see M, Eal l , Jr . [ 5] , p. 57) . (in other contexts 
( e . g . Peter M. Neumann [18]) the standard ^vreath product K^^Kg 
is ca l led the res t r i c ted standard vrreath product because the base 
group is the d irect product of the co-ordinate subgroups rather 
than a cartesian product . ) 
Lemmas on the wreath product. 
Let X , Y , , H and W = G\H be as above. The 
fo l lowing few results are required mainly f o r Chapters 3 and 4 , 
and are f o r the most part variants on old themes. 
2 .3 Lemma. If Y is f i n i t e and H is t rans i t ive then the 
centra l i zer of H = T(G^H ) in G^H is the product 
D(GIH) X Z(H) . 
The proof is v/ell-kno\vn and is therefore omitted (see f o r 
example P. Hall [ 6 ] ) . 
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2.4 Lemma. Provided only that H is a regular permutation 
group, the centralizer of any element of any co-ordinate 
subgroup of G\ E is contained in the base group. 
Proof. Let a(y) be an element in the co-ordinate subgroup 
G(y) , y € Y , and let , e f ^ e E , r e b(g1h) , be 
any element of W\B(G\H) . Then 
Since H is regular, y^ y and the proof is complete. 
The next tv;o lemmas are slight generalizations of 
results of Peter M. Neumann [18], In order to state them 
concisely it is necessary to define a certain subset M = M(GT H) 
of the base group of G \ H . For brevity write B = b(g ' H) . 
Let V be any element in B : say 
V = ai(yi).. .a^(y^) , 
where the y^ are distinct elements of the permutand Y of H , 
and a eG , i = l,.,.,n . Consider the set n ( r ) of all 
products 
a. 6 G , na = n. , .1 ieii,...,n]i 
where all possible orders of multiplication are allowed. Obviously 
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i f na^ € G' , the derived group of G , f o r one order of 
mult ip l icat ion then this is so fo r any order of mult ip l icat ion. 
Write 
M(GtH) = { r I r € B(G IH ) ; G' } . 
2.5 Lemma. I f H is t rans i t i ve then M is a subgroup of 
B and 
M = [H,B] = s gp { c rKy^ ) a ( y ) | a e G , e Y, y^ f i xed , y f y^ 
The proof, which is the same as that of Theorem 4.1 of 
[18] , is omitted. Although that theorem is proved f o r the 
standard wea th product, the proof uses only the t r ans i t i v i t y 
of the representation of the top group, A general ization of 
Peter M. Neumann's Theorem 4.1 is given in Part I I (Theorem 7,4 ) 
and the lemma may l ikewise be deduced from the proof there. 
Let Ti denote the natural homomorphism from G H onto H : 
that i s , f o r 3 e H and y e B , set (rs)^! = 0 , Then the 
fo l lowing lemma t e l l s us that certain normal subgroups of W 
are in some sense large, and i t w i l l also y ie ld some information 
on the intersections of certain sets of normal subgroups 
( coro l la ry 2 .7 ) . 
2.6 Lemma. I f H is t rans i t i ve and N is a normal subgroup 
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of G I H suc'n that NT] = E , then M contains M . 
Tho follov/ing proof is a direct generalization of the proof 
of the corresponding Lemma 8.2 of [18] except where a reference in 
that proof to other results of [18] is avoided. 
Proof of 2.6. E;^  Leairaa 2.5, M is generated by the set 
X - {^-^(y )a(y) I a € G , Y , y^ fixed, y f- y^. 
It therefore suffices to show that X cz N . This is done as 
follows. Let r = a""^  {j be any element of X . Since 
H is transitive there exists an eieaeiit p e H such that y^Q -e: y , 
and since NT] = H there exists an element YP e N where R e B , 
the base group. Let ^(y^) ^^^ projection of B onto its 
direct factor ^(y^) suppose that Tl-i(yQ) "'^i^yQ^ • Then 
= (y )t«, (y = r'p say. 0 0 ' O 1 0 
Now y'p € N and, since does not fix y^ , it follows 
that rVCy^) = s -
Consider the element Ci;(y^ ) . The commutator 
[r',6 ,Q:(y^ )] lies in N and since r' cotcmutes with 
wo have 
[r'P,0!(y )] - )] . 0 0 
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But [pjaCy^)] = or^ { y j i ) a { y J = x"^ , and the proof is complete. 
This sect ion ends with the fol lowing coro l lary . 
2.T Cor pi lar 3/. If H is transi t ive and N is a normal 
subgroup of G(H not contained in the base group B , then N 
contains B' , the derived group of B . 
Proof. Let Y^^ c Y be a set of t r a n s i t i v i t y for Nr| 
(or , in other terminology, an orbit re la t ive to Nt] ) ; that i s , 
y i p e Yi f o r a l l p e Nt] , yi e Yi , and Nr; acts t rans i t ive ly 
on Yi . Write Nt] = H^^ < H , and consider the v/reath product 
Glf^i of G by H^  where Hi is of course a permutation 
group on Y . 
Let y^^ be any f ixed element of Yj^  . Then, just as in 
Lemma 2 .6 , one can show that the set 
= I a e G , yi e Y, , yi ^ y o i ) 
is contained in N . Denote by II^ ^ | the res t r i c t i on of H 
Yi 
to Yi . Then the subgroup 
sgp{G(yoi ) ,Hi} 
of g I H I i s isomorphic to G'^Hi under the isomorphism 
Yi 
which is the identity on and maps 6 E^  onto i t s 
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r e s t r i c t i o n t o Yj^  „ By Lemaa 2 .5 , generates 
m(g'[H, ) , and hence by the d e f i n i t i o n of the la t ter 
Y I 
subgroup, 
Now i f G'(yQj^) < N , then, by the normality of N and 
the t r a n s i t i v i t y of H , G ' ( y ) < N f o r a l l y e Y . This 
gives the desired resul t since B' (G'tH) is the d i rec t product 
of the G ' ( y ) . 
Direct l imits of standard wreath products. 
Suppose a sequence of non- t r iv ia l groups is 
g iven. From th is sequence form a sequence standard 
wreath products by sett ing 
2 . 8 W, = G, 5 W^  = f o r n > 1 , 
We shal l be concerned with d i re c t l imits ar is ing from a f ixed 
sequence • that i s , we shall vary the sequence of 
embeddings only. Now Yf^  can be embedded in ^^ several 
ways. The f i r s t r e s t r i c t i o n v;-e place on the embeddings is 
defined in what f o l l o w s . 
Write 
T = G 1 G G , 1 < r < n r , n r+i t r+s ( ^ n — 
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Then by 2 .8 , 
W = W > T n r ^ 1 
f o r 1 < r < n . This \vreath product is not standard unless 
n = 2 . naturally occurring subgroups B^ ^ of W^  , 
1 < r < n , are defined as f o l l ows . 
2.9 Def in i t ion . Set 
B = B(W 1 T ) r r ,n 
for 1 < r < n , and 
B = W . 
Let {0 W — W ] be a sequence of monoraorphisms n n n+i 
r e s t r i c t ed by the conditions 
2.10 B 0 < B f o r l < r < n . r ,n n r,n+i —• ~ 
Spec i f i c sequences {0^} consist ing only of embeddings 
onto either some co-ordinate subgroup or the diagonal (the G 
w i l l be f i n i t e ) , vd l l be chosen at a later stage (Chapters 3, 4 ) , 
For the res t of this chapter L wi l l denote the direct l imit 
obtained from any f ixed sequence sat is fy ing 2.10. 
Conditions 2.10 imply that 
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B < B < . . . . n,ii n,n+i 
2.11 Definition. For n > 1 the nth layer of L is the 
subgroup 
L = B 
n i=n n , i 
It follows from 2.9 and 2.11 that for n > 1 , L^ < L^^^ , 
and that 
2.12 L = L . n=i n 
Given t\ro ascending sequences of groups 
< Gg < ••• » 
and 
N^ < Ng < . . . , 
for which N. < G. for i > 1, then U. N. <iU G. . 1 — 1 — 1=1 1 — 1=1 1 
For, if g € U?^^ N^ and g ' e U^^^ G^  , then there exists a 
k such that g e \ and g ' e Gj^  . Since % , g^ e \ 
and the statement is proved. 
This, together with Definition 2 .11, yields the following 
1emma. 
2 .13 Lanr.ti.. L is normal in L . n 
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The invariance of the layers L^ under isomorphismg between 
direct limits. 
Restrictions are now placed on the given sequence {G^) • 
Let G^^^ denote the ith derived group of a group G 
= G ; G^I^ = G') . Then G is said to be soluble of 
length s = S(G) if G^®^ = E but ^ E . 
For the remainder of this chapter and for Chapter 3 it is 
assumed that {G^} is a fixed sequence of non-trivial groups 
satisfying the folloY/ing condition. 
I For all n > 1 G is soluble of length s , 
2.14 i - " ^ n ' 
and (^^ Jjj) contains no elementc; of order 2. 
2.15 Theorem. Under conditions 2.10 and 2.14 , for all n _> 1 
L^ is the greatest normal subgroup of L which is soluble of 
length ZF^^ s^ . 
This theorem is needed mainly in order to prove Theorem 3,1 
through the agency of the following corollary, 
2.16 Corollary. If 2,14 is satisfied and and {9*} 
are two sequences of mcnomorphisms satisfying 2.10, then for all 
n > 1 any isomorphism between the corresponding direct limits 
-i 
L and L must map L^ onto L^ , where these are the 
corresponding nth layers, 
The proof is immediate from Theorem 2,15. 
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The proof of 2.15 requires corollaries of the following 
lemma. Recall that T^  is the natural homomorphism from G [H 
onto H , where G and H are permutation groups on sets X 
and Y respectively. 
2.17 Lemma. If G and H are soluble permutation groups of 
soluble lengths S(G) and P(h), and N is a normal subgroup 
of G^ , H such that Nr) , < E , has a set of transitivity 
Yj^  c Y with jYj| > 2 , then N is soluble of length strictly 
greater than S(G) . In particular if the representation of 
H is its right regular representation and |H > 2 , then the 
normal closure of S in GL H is soluble of length S(G) + S (H) . 
2O18 Remark. It folloxvs that the standard wreath product 
of G by H is soluble of length S(G) + S(H) . For it is an 
extension of a group of soluble length S(G) (the base group) by 
one of soluble length s(ll) and S(G) + s (H) is therefore an upper 
as v/ell as a lower bound for S(G\H) . This is true without 
the restriction | H| > 2 , but this fact will not be needed: it 
can be proved along lines similar to those of the proof given 
below. An example to show that the restrictions jY^ j > 2 , 
H > 2 cannot in general be removed from the statement of the 
lemma, is provided by tbs standard v^reath product of two 2-cycles. 
Here the normal closure of the top group is abelian whereas 
the wreath product itself is soluble of length 2 . 
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Proof of 2.17. Write NT) = H^ <! H . By the same 
argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.6, the normality of N in 
GI^H and the transitivity of the action of H^ ^ on Y^ together 
imply that the set 
{a-i(y)a(y') [ a e G; y,y' e Y^ , } 
is contained in N . 
Let y^ ^ J yp , y3 be pairwise distinct elements of Yi . 
Since Hj^  acts transitively on Y^ there exists p € H^ ^ such that 
y, P = y. . Then for some Y E B (G \H) , we have RP E N . 1 3 
By the above, the set 
I A e G] 
is contained in N . From this form the set of commutators 
{Cq, = 1 « e G) . 
Then, expanding the elements of the latter set: 
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Let |a ( y s ) be t h e p r o j e c t i o n of b ( g \ h ) onto t h e c o - o r d i n a t e 
subgroup 0(73) , Then i f (1^)1-1(73) = 0 : 1 ( 7 3 ) , i t f o l l o v s 
t h a t 
s i n c e Yj^^yg and y-gP a r e a l l d i s t i n c t from y^ . Hence 
10,(73) maps {c^} onto 6(73) and the r e s t r i c t i o n of 1-1(73) 
t o sgp{cQ,} i s an epimorphism onto G(73) . This impl ies t h a t 
sgp{cQ,} i s s o l u b l e of l ength a t l e a s t S(G) . But 
sgp{c^} < N' , 
and t h e f i r s t p a r t of t h e lemma i s proved, 
( s - i ) 
I f H^  ' > 2 then a simple a p p l i c a t i o n of t h e f i r s t p a r t 
of t h e lemma proves the second p a r t . A l though not n e c e s s a r 7 f o r 
a p p l i c a t i o n s , s i n c e i t i s not d i f f i c u l t \re i n d i c a t e the proof of ( s - i ) 
t h e second p a r t f o r the case |H \= 2 . In t h i s case the 
hjrpothesis IH| = | > 2 impl ies t h a t S(H) > 2 and hence 
t h a t > 6 . 
Wri te s = S(H) . I t s u f f i c e s t o show t h a t t h e normal 
c l o s u r e of in G I H i s s o l u b l e of l ength S(G) + 2 . 
F o r , i f N tb." clo^^ure of H i'?, G \ E , then 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c in N and hence normal i n g I e , and 
> P ( S - S ) ^ S ( G ) + 2 
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whence s(n) > s(g) -i-s(ll) from which the result follows. 
Vv'itbout risk of confusion the distinction between H and 
its right regular representation and between corresponding 
(s-i) 
elements, can be dropped. Let T be a transversal for H ' 
in . Then | t| > 2 . Let Tj. , TQ , T3 be pairwise 
distinct elements of T and let 5 e be such that (s-i) T .5 = T3 . Let e ^ ^ e E . Then, as above, 
lies in the second derived group of the normal closure of 
in g I e , for all a e G . Expanding: 
CQ = oi(Tip)a-i(Tgp)Q;-i(T33)a(Ta6p) . a"! (TI )a(T3)a(T3 (TS8) ; 
and since Ti , ts , tb , tiP , tsP , ts^ are pairwise distinct 
there exists, as before, an epiraorphism from sgp{cQ;} onto some 
(s) 
co-ordinate subgroup of G X H . But sgp{cQ,} < N and so 
S(N }> S(g) , Thus the lemma is proved. 
We now deduce two corollaries of Lemma 2,17 concerning 
the groups L and L^ of Theorem 2,15. 
2.19 Corollary. The nth layer L^ of L , is soluble of 
length • 
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Proof . Since L^ is the union of an ascending sequence 
of subgroups isomorphic to d i rec t powers of W^  , the soluble 
length of L is the same as that of W . By Remark 2.18 and n n 
an easy induction on n , YI^  is soluble of length g^ fo r 
n > 1 . 
2,20 Corol lary. For n > 1 the normal closure in L of 
any element g e L , outside L^ , is soluble of length s t r i c t l y 
greater than that of L^ . 
Proof . For s u f f i c i e n t l y large m > n , g e W . Since 
m 
g ^ L i t fo l lows that g ^ B^ . Dron the bp,rs and consider n n. ni • 
g € B 
ra n,m 
The subgroup B is the base group of the wreath product 
n J m 
W = W 1 (G \ . . . \ G ) 
m n n+i m 
- VI \ T 
n n,m 
where T is a t rans i t i v e permutation group. The hypotheses 
n,m 
of Theorem 2.15, together with Lemma 2.17, implj'- that the normal 
closure of g in W is soluble of length s t r i c t l y greater than 
m 
s(W ) = S(L ) . Thus the proof is complete, 
n n 
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Proof of Tfcgoretr. 2,15. Tha theorem is immediate from 
Lemma 2,13 and Corollaries 2.19 and 2.20. 
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C H A P T B R 3 , 
THE m i N THEQRMI. 
I n t r o d u c t i o n . 
T h i s chapter i s takon up v.dth s t a t i n g and proving t h e 
theorem we have been aiming a t , and remarking on an i m p l i c a t i o n 
of i t . 
Suppose the sequence {Y/ } of standard wreath products 
i s c o n s t r u c t e d from the given sequence { G^} of n o n - t r i v i a l groups 
as in 2 . 0 . L e t , f o r n > 1 , t h e embedding 
5 „. w ,—.-> V/ ( x ) , w € W , 
n n ^^xeG n n n 
r.+i 
of W onto D(W 1 G ) J be c a l l e d t h e diagonal embedding of 
n n n+i 
W i n t o W . The embedding n n+i 
T (x).r/ — > V/ ( x ) , w e W , n n n ' n n ' 
f o r some x e G , i s t o be c a l l e d the x th c o - o r d i n a t e embedding 
n+i 
of W^ i n t o W^^^ . 
3„1 Theorem. Sunpose f o r a l l n , C-^  i s c o l u b l e of 
l ength s ^ , has 2 - f r e e c e n t r e ( the c o n d i t i o n s 2 , 1 4 ) and i s in 
a d d i t i o n f i n i t e . Suppose ^ 
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* 
{0^ < W } are two sequences of monomorphisms consisting 
n n n+i 
entirely of diagonal and co-ordinate embeddings such that for 
infinitely many n , one of , is and the other is 
for some x e • Then the direct limits L and L* 
of (W^) , corresponding to {0^} and {0^} respectively, 
are not isomorphic. 
3.2 Remark, Tbeorem 1.11 now becomes relevant to a certain extent. 
Clearly {0^} and (0^) satisfy the condition 2.10, and so we may 
* ^T 
speak of the nth layers L and L of L and L respectively 
n n 
(see Definition 2,ll). By Corollary 2,16, an isomorphism between 
L and L* would map L^ onto L^ , Thus it would suffice for 
proving Theorem 3,1 to prove the latter pair of subgroups 
non-isomorphic. However this approach cannot work for the 
following reasons. Consider the three possibilities: 
3.2.1 0^ is the diagonal embedding for only finitely many n ', 
3.2.2 0^ is a co-ordinate embedding for only finitely many n ; 
3.2.3 neither 3.2.1 nor 3,2.2 holds. 
By Definition 2.11, for each n , L^ (and I*) is a direct 
limit of diroct powers of , It is not difficult to see that 
if 3,2,1 holds then L^ " ^^^ ^ (where I is the set 
of positive integers). If 3,2,2 holds then the hypotheses of Lemma 
1,13 are fulfilled and therefore, for each n , L^ is isomorphic 
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to the group L^ of that lemma with W^ replacing the group G 
occurring there. If 3.2.3 holds then by the proof of Theorem 1.11, 
we have L = L^^^ (with G = W ) . 
n o n 
Thus for each n there are at most three possibilities 
for L (and L*) , corresponding to the situations 3.2.1, 3.2.2 
and 3.2.3. In almost all cases the direct limits L and L* of 
Theorem 3.1 have isomorphic nth layers for all n , 
Preliminary. 
It seems appropriate to include the following final lemma 
in this chapter 
3.3 Lemma. Let , m _> 1 , be soluble non-trivial 
permutation groups with G non-abelian, H^ transitive and 
z(H^) 2-free for i = l,...,m . Form the wreath product 
W = G| H, t ... (H^ 
and write H = ,.. , G^ = G ^ . .. J, 
W = G I h = G,1 H . Let 
J- V m 
Then 
Q : W — > (S some index set) 
be any monomorphism of W into the cartesian power IV^  . Then if 
l-Lj[ is the projection of onto its ith factor W[i] , there 
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exists j e S such that 
3.3.1 ker(0^i.) < b(g1h) ; 
J 
Proof. By Lemma 2.17 the normal closure of H^ in Gi H^ 
is soluble of length s(G,) + s(h ) . Thus there exists j € S 1 m 
such that the normal closure of H 0|j, . in W[j] is soluble 
rn J 
of length s(GiJ + s(H^) . For otherwise the normal closure of 
H would be embeddable in a cartesian product of groups of m 
soluble lengths strictly less that s (G, ) + S(H^) v/hich is 
impossible. V/o shall show that this j satisfies the requirements 
3 . 3 . 1 a n d 3 . 3 . 2 . 
By Remark 2 . 1 8 , s ( W ) = S(G) + s (H) = S(GI) + SCH^^) . 
Write B = B(G TH) and B^ =B(G^\H^) . The factor group W /B' 
is soluble of length strictly less than W . For, 
W / B ' = ( G / G ' ) I H , 
v/hence by Lemma 2 ,17 and since G is non-abelian, 
s(W/i5') = S ( G / G ' ) S ( H ) < S ( G ) + S ( E ) - s(w) , 
Now W/ker(0|i .) is soluble of length s(w) since the normal 
J 
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closure of H ©ij. . iu V/[ j ] is eabeddable in i t . It fol lows tn J 
that kere^j ^ B' , and this implies, by Corollary 2 .7 , that 
ker(0p.j) < B . Requireuent 3,3„1 is therefore s a t i s f i e d . 
Requirement 3.3.2 is s a t i s f i e d because i f B i [ j ] were to 
contain H 9(1 • ^ i t would by i ts normality in j ] contain the HI «J 
normal closure of H in W[j] .. However this normal closure 
® J 
is soluble of length s (g^ ) + 3(11^) whereas s ( b J j ] ) = s(G I ) < 
s (G I ) + s(H^) . This coTipletes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof and consequences of the theorem. 
We shall now prove Theorem 3.1. In self -explanatory notation, 
noR-starred l e t ters and starred le t ters represent subgroups or 
•¥r 
elements of L and L rosnect ive ly . 
Assume there exists an icomorphism cp betv;een L and L*: 
UP = L . We shal l obtain a contradict ion from this assumption. 
As the sequences and {©*} determining L and L* 
respect ive ly , d i f f e r for i n f i n i t e l y many n , we may assume that 
f o r i n f i n i t e l y many n , Q is the diagonal embedding of W n into V/ and 6' is some co-ordinate embedding of W into n+i n n 
W . If th is rs not the case then i t wi l l be i f the roles of n+i 
L and L are interchanged. 
Nov.' consider W3 . A set of integers k is defined by the 
following!; four condit ions : 
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^ (1) k > 3 ; 
3 . 4 y I (2) < \ ; 
(3) 
i (4) 
where W^ (x) , X e Gj^  , is a co-ordinate subgroup of ^ T G^ . 
Since a direct limit is merely the union of an ascending 
sequence of subgroups, it is clear that any finite set of its 
eleraents is contained v;holly in some term and then in all succeeding 
terms of the sequence. Since r/3 is finite, this fact, together 
with the precedinr; assumptions on the , , ensures that 
there erist infinitely many such integers k . Fix attention on 
an arbitrary one 01 thea. 
Suppose 
where -t > 0 . Again, by the finiteness of W^ , some such -t 
must exist. By Corollary 2.16 
V/ cp < 13" k -
Now B , is the base group of the (non-standard unless 't = l) k ,k-K-
wreath product 
6 J 
and i s therefoi^e a f i n i t e d i rec t product of isomorphic copies of 
\ • Apply Lemma 3.3 with W = G 1 H^  \ . . . \ FQ replaced by 
\ " ^^TTGal . . . I Gj^  (m = k - 2) , replaced by B* and 
replaced by cp' , the r e s t r i c t i o n of cp to 17 . Then, by that cC 
lemma, there ex i s t s a project ion (i of B* onto a d i rec t 
f ac to r 
F = 
(where x e G^^ ^ ] . . . '[G^^^^ = such that 
3.5 ker cp' ^ < B(Wa (63-^ . . . x G J ) = B^^ ; 
3.6 cpV £ V T T ^ " 
From 3.5 i t follows that f E . For i f WgCpia = E 
then W3 < ker cp V < Bg . This i s not poss ible because 
" < sCWg) . By the way Jl^ ^ i s embedded in 
W/^  0 , in f a c t in B , every project ion of W, into a k+<' k,k+t 
factor W, ( x ; " of B,*, „ i s e i ther the whole of that f ac tor k k,k-H/ 
or the t r i v i a l group : that i s , i s a part .Tubdirect prodaot of 
the d i r ec t product B^ ^ . Since W^_> W^  cp|j. f E , we 
deduce that W*(i = F* that i s |j r e s t r i c t e d to W^ "^ i s an 
isomorphism. 
From 3.6 i t fol lows that there ex i s t s g e G, = T ( W 1 G ) K k - i " k 
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such that 
Because of the restrictions placed on the embeddings 9 , we have 
BUV, 
n 
! • • • I. I l l ^ 
I Gj^ j^lx^  = B^ ^ ^ l-i , That is, maps the base 
group of W onto the base group of the direct factor l O x J R K 
Hence 
i ^^^ 
Let g ~ € W^ be such that = gcpfj. . Then 
Now, by 3.4 (s) and Lemma 2.3, 
[W3,g] = E . 
Applying the mapping cp(j. ; 
[ W3cp^ ,gcp|i] = E ; 
that is 
LWg)ii = E 
But the restriction of p. to W* is an isomorphism, so 
k 
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[W3q),g ] = E . 
Thus g^ centralizes WgCp , But we have from above that 
g i » therefore by Lemma 2.4, W3CP intersects 
any co-ordinate subgroup ll of W* trivially. By 
K—1 
3.4(4) this implies that 
v^gCp n = E 
Now let kj and Icg be two integers satisfying conditions 
3,4 and let kg > k^ . Then by 3.4 (2), 
< C — 
But by the above, 





and since W, > W , a contradiction has been reached, 
k^-i - k, 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 3.1. 
3.7 Theorem. The cardinal of the set of non-isomorphic 
direct limits obtained from the fixed sequence {W^ } of groups 
and all the sequences {©^ } of embeddings subject to the conditions 
of Theorem 3.1, is 2 
Proof„ The number of sequences f®^ ) that differ, in 
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Ho the sense of Theorem 3 . 1 , f o r i n f i n i t e l y many n , is 2 
H o 
3 .8 Remarks. Since there are only 2 ° poss ib le sequences 
of erabeddings f o r the sequence {W^  } , the set of groups we have 
obtained is large in the sense that i t has the largest poss ib l e 
cardinal of any set of groups obtainable as d i re c t l imits from 
the f i x e d sequence • 
The groups W^  are f i n i t e and hence the d i rec t l imits are 
a l l l o c a l l y f i n i t e and countable. Since there are only 2 ^ * 
isomorphism c lasses of countable groups, the above theorem provides 
a method of obtaining large numbers of non-isomorphic, l o c a l l y 
f i n i t e , countable groups. This w i l l be explo i ted in Chapter 4 . 
A fur ther , and at f i r s t glance somewhat surpr is ing , property 
of the d i r e c t l imits of Theorem 3.1 is now descr ibed . 
Take a set of 2 ® sequences of embeddings sa t i s fy ing 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 and a l so 3 . 2 . 3 , such that the members 
of each pair of sequences d i f f e r (as in 3 . l ) f o r i n f i n i t e l y many 
n . Denote by A the set of 2 ® d i rec t l imits of the f i xed 
sequence } » obtained from t h i s set of sequences of embeddings. 
By Theorem 3.1 no two groups in A are isomorphic. 
From another point of view each d i rec t l imit Le A is the 
union the ascending sequence of layers (see 2 .12) : 
o f 
Lj^  < Lg <i . , . 
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Let {0^} and {0^} be any two distinct sequences of 
embeddings from our original set, and suppose they give rise 
to L and L* respectively; L,L* e A , By Remark 3.2 
(which depended on Chapter 1), for all n , the corresponding nth 
layers L and L* are isomorphic (recall that (0 ) , 
n n n 
{0*} satisfy 3.2.3). Further, by Theorem 2.15 , any 
n 
• X , T J.. T * isomorphism between L and L^ must map L. onto L for 
n n 1 1 
i = l,...,n - 1 . Let ^ and be the identity mappings 
of L^ and L^ respectively. Then for each n , the 
sequences and are of the same type. 
For if a is any isomorphism from L^ onto L and a . Ti 1... ^ ^ 
is the restricti 
Oil 0!? Q! to L. , l < I i * C n— I j then 
n 1 — — 
obviously, 
CD .a . , = a .CD. 
1+1 1^1 
Thus by Definition 1.3 the above finite sequences are of the 
same type for all n . However the infinite sequences {cp^ }^ , 
{cp*} are not of the same type: if they were then by Lemma 1.5 
n 
we would have L '= L 
Thus each of the 2 distinct groups in A is the union 
of an ascending sequence of groups such that if any tv/o 
ascending sequences (giving rise to distinct members of a ) are 
both terminated at any n , then the finite ascending sequences 
of groups obtained are ind is t inguishab le ( in the sense that the 
assoc iated f i n i t e sequences of embeddings are of the same tjrpe). 
In other vrords these ascending sequences of layers provide 
examples substantiat ing the f o l l owing statement : - I f {H } 
n 
i s a g iven sequence of groups and [6 } , {0*} are , as usual, 
n n 
tvro sequences of monomorphisms, then i f the f i n i t e sequences 
* -X-
0 1 . a n d 0 1 . . . . . 0 are of the same type f o r a l l n , 
aJL —I 
the t"7o d i r e c t l imitc obtain'^d are not aecessari l j ' ' isomorphic. 
Hov.'ever we prove the fo l l owing theorem. 
3.9 Theorem. Suppose {H^} and {E*} are two sequences of 
groups such that f o r a l l n , ^^ n ^ ^^^ automorphism 
group of H^ , autCli^) say, i s f i n i t e . I f | n 
and (0* I H*0* < H* } are sequences of embeddings such that f o r ^ n I n n — n+i ^ . . . ^ . . . 
a l l n , the f i n i t e sequences , and , 
are of the same type , then {S^} ^^ ^^  {0^} Q.re of the same 
type . 
Proo f . Without loss of generality'' we assume that (H } " n 
-X- -X-and fH"' ] are ascending; that i s H < H and H < H n-' . n — n+i n — n+i 
f o r a l l n. . For i f th i s i s not the s tate of a f f a i r s then v/e can 
consider the sequences } and of subgroups of the 
respec t ive d i r e c t l i m i t s . With t h i s assumption the second 
hypothesis the theorem in that f o r a l l n there ex is ts an 
isomorphism from H onto K* which maps H. onto Hf f o r n n 
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1 < i < n . The same assumption reduces the problem to that of 
finding a sequence (a^ : H^ > BE^ } of isomorphisms from E^ 
onto H* such that the restriction of a to H , a , n n+i n n+i H n 
say, is a , for all n , n 
For n > 1 , 1st (h^JH*) denote the set of all those 
X-
isomorphisms P ^^  from H^ onto H^ that are restrictions of 
isomorphisms p from onto if^  for ivhich H^^^ - h! 
for 1 < i < n . That is, e if and only if there -X-exists an isomorphism B such that P = 3 and H.p = H. n n H;^  1 1 n X 
for 1 < i < n . The final hypothesis of the theorem is just that 
I (H ^ for all n . Clearly, n 1 1 ^ 
I (h 3 I ^ (h , n > 1 . n i l — n+i 1 1 — 
Thus, since aut(H ) < co implies that |l (H .H*) | for all 1 n ^ 1 
n , it follows that 
Define a^ to be any isomorphism in this intersection and 
assume inductively that a, , ^ < i £ ^^  been defined such 
that for all n > k there exists a:i isomorpliisva from H^ 
onto H" satisfying Q ^^  for 1 < i < k , and 
H.B = H.^ for 1 < i < n , Thus in particular H, ^  3 = Hf^ i^n i — _ k+i'"^ n k+i 
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Hence i f ) denotes the set of those isomorphisms 
^ ^ ^ 
(1) res t r i c t i ons of isomorphisms ^^ from H^ , onto 
H* , f or which l < i < n ; n ' 1 n 1 ' — — ' 
(2) s a t i s f y ^qIh- " ^i ' ^ £ ^ 5 ^ 5 
then I (E, , , ) 13 ncn-eeptv aii'l f i n i t e for a l l n > k . 11 K+1 
As before I (h, ,IT* ) - I (h ) ; hence n k+i 'Tf+i - n+i k+i ' k+i 
Define c^ +j^  element in this intersection. This 
completes the inductive step. The sequence ) is then of the 
kind required and the proof is complete. 
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C H A P T E R 4, 
M^ APPLICATION, 
Introductioni a theorem. 
It is well-kno\ra that the property of nilpotency of finite 
p-groups is not in general possessed by infinite p-groups. 
In fact there exist infinite p-groupa with trivial centre and 
derived group the whole group. D.H. McLain has constructed such 
a p-group which has in addition no proper non-trivial characteristic 
subgroups. (See Kurosh [13], Vol. 2, appendix Q.) 
p. Hall [6] has constructed 2 non-isomorphic countably 
infinite, locally finite p-groups with the property of verbal 
completeness defined in Chapter 0 (Definition 0.2), Verbal 
completeness is obviously much stronger than the requirement 
that the derived group be the same as the group itself. In 
fact p. Kail has constructed in the paper [6] , for each countable 
abelian p-group Z , a verbally complete, countably infinite, 
locally finite p-group whose centre is isomorphic to Z . It 
follows that there are 2 ^ ^ non-isomorphic verbally complete 
p-groups of this sort, since there are this many possibilities 
for Z . 
In the same paper P. Hall leaves open the question of the 
existence of 2 distinct p-groups of this kind, with trivial 
centres. With the help of a theorem of his from [6] , a 
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theorem of Peter M , Neumann [18] and some results of the 
previous chapters, th:.s question is answered here in the 
affirmative. 
4.1 Theorem. For every prime p there exist 2 non-
isomorphic; verbally complete, countably infinite, locally 
finite p-groups v;ith trivial centres. 
Proof of the theorem. 
A 
A sufficient condition for verbal completeaess of a 
countably infinite, locally finite group is given by Theorem 3 
of [ G] ^ For the purposes of this cbntster it is convenient to 
fortrulcte it as f ollo'.vs . 
4.2 Theorem. Suppose a countably iiifinite, locally finite 
P"group P (p pioime) is the direct limit of a sequence 
r P^ I n - of finite p-groups, tdth r?sOnomorphisms 
(cp^ I ^n^n ^ n M ^ ° Then P is verbally complete if, for 
infinitelj^ many n , tp^ is of the same embedding type as the 
embedding of the diagonal d(p 1 C ) as a subgroup of the 
n u p 
standard vn:'eath product P I c , where C is a p-cycle. 
n'- p ' p 
BT setting, ia Theorem 3.1, G = C for all n > 1 , 
n p -
with p a prime > 2 , Theorem 3.7 is mad® to yield immediately 
H 
2 ' ® non-isomorphic, countably infinite, locally finite p-groups, 
Moreover, by an easy application of Lemaa 2.3, all but one have 
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t r i v i a l c e n t r e , the e x c e p t i o n being that obtained by taking 
0 t o be an embedding onto the d iagonal of VI , = W X C , 
n+i n p 
f o r a l l n > n^ , f o r some p o s i t i v e in teger n^ . Of the 
remaining ones , a l l but one s a t i s f y the hypotheses of Theorem 4 . 2 , 
the except i on be ing that one obtained by taking 9 t o be an n 
embedding of W onto some c o - o r d i n a t e subgroup of W 
n n+i 
f o r a l l n > ni , f o r some ni , Thus Theorem 4 . 1 i s proved 
a l r e a d y f o r p > 2 . 
However f o r ~ ^ ^ , P > 2 , s imple p r o o f s of r e s u l t s 
cor respond ing t o the key lemmas of Chapters 2 and 3 are p o s s i b l e . . 
V/e prove t h e s e r e s u l t s now in order t o g e t Theorem 4 . 1 f o r 
p = 2 . Although the p r o o f s are v a l i d f o r a r b i t r a r y prime p , 
f o r s i m p l i c i t y they are proved only f o r the prime 2 . 
4 . 3 Lemma,. (cf. C o r o l l a r y 2 . 1 6 . ) Suppose G = C , • — u s 
a 2 - c y c l e , f o r a l l n 1 and form the sequence 
standard wreath products as d e f i n e d by 2 . 8 . Let and 
{0* } be two sequences of moncmorphisms g i v i n g r i s e t o d i r e c t 
l i m i t s L and L r e s p e c t i v e l y , and s a t i s f y i n g 2 . 1 0 so that 
the layers L and L are d e f i n e d f o r a l l n . Then f o r n n 
n _> 2 , any isomorphism cp froia L onto L^ must map L^ 
onto L* . n 
B e f o r e t h i s can be proved the f o l l o w i n g f a c t must be 
e s t a b l i s h e d . 
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4.4 Lemma, If n ^ 2 5 the normal closure in W^ of 
any element outside the base group B = b(w ( G ) , has 
centre a 2-cycle. 
Proof. Let kS e W \ B where 6 generates n n-i^n 
G = Cn ;mcl k 6 B . Write N for the normal closure n n-i,n 
of k0 in W^ , By Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 , N contains 
M = sgp{crHe)a(8) I « € , 
Since the projection of M on each co-ordinate subgroup of 
W 7 Gr is evidently the whole of that co-ordinate subgroup, n-i L n 
z ( m ) is contained in 
z(B ) = z(w (e)) X z(w (p)) , n-i .n n-i n-i 
the centre of B . Since n > 2 , W is non-abelian n-i ,n n-i 
and so therefore is B « By Corollary 2,7, N > B' , 
and p.o certainly N > > ® • Now by Lemma 2.4, the 
centralizer of W' , (e) in W G lies in the base group. n-i n 
Hence z ( n ) lies in B . Now k centralizes 
and so z ( n ) centralizes ^ and hence G ^ . Thus by Lemma 
2.3 the required centre z ( n ) is 
Z{b )n D(W \g ) ^ n-i,n n-i V n 
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which is clearly cyclic of order 2 . 
Note that, since n > 2 , we have 
4.5 M > W 
n-i 
For, if we '^ 'rite X = {o:"^ (e)b; (3 ) a e W } , then 
n-x 
X W But M , = sgp(x) , contains by 
Lemma 2.5, Since n > 2 , W is non-abelian and so 
X . It follows that 4.5 is true. This will be 
used in the following proof. 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. As the beginning of a reductio ad 
absurdum, suppose there is an element g e L^ such that ^ ^ L^ 
(for some fixed n > 2 ) . Then there exists m > n such that 
e L \L , 
since L" is the union of the layers L^ . Now for all i > 1 , 
Lj^  is the union of the following ascending sequence of groups 
isomorphic to finite direct powers of W^ : 
— * — * — 
IV. < B. < B. . < 
Therefore, for some -t > m , 
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Write gcp = li* . Then, omitting the bars and stars, consider 
H 6 B 0 \ B 
For tae projection. |j. say, of B onto at least one ni, ^  
direct factor W (x) say, Virhere x e T ^ , we must have t" 111, -v 
H^ i J B(w 1 G )(x) = B (x) , ^ ^ lE-i t tn ' ^ tn-i ,m ' 
the base group of ^V^(x) • ^et K denote the normal closure of 
h in Bgj ^  • Since does not lie in the base group of 
Vi (x) , it follows from the proof of Lemma 2.6 that m 
[H',W^(x)] > M(X) ; 
here M(X) is the subgroup generated by all elements 
a 6 W , where j3 is the generator of 
Gjjj = Cg ; and h' is some conjugate of h by an element in 
W (x) . Thus K >M{X) and clearly K^ I > M(X) . m 
Applying Lemma 4.4 and the inequality 4.5 to the normal 
closure K|i of h'^i in , v;e see that KfJ. has centre 
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a 2 - c y c l e and jM(x) > W m-i 
By Lem-Jia 2 .13 , L <3 L , L" <t L . Therefore L H 
i f c p - i < L 
such that 
But K is f i n i t e and so there ex ists s > 1 
l^'cp-i < B. 'n, n+s 
TV, c'T) if TJ ""s i?0K0rphic to p ( f i n i t e ) d i r e c t power 
c f V/^  . I t f o l l ows that K is embeddahle in a f i n i t e c . irect 
power of W .^ By Lemma 0 ,1 , there ex i s ts a f i n i t e sot 
[N^ I i = l , . , . , t } of normal subgroups of K such that 
ni=iN^ = E and K/N- i s embeddab]e i - f o r i = l , . . , , t . 
Write M^ = N^ n m(X) . Then H^^^ M. = E and M.^  <i K^  , 
i = l , . . . , t . Since Kpc is a f i n i t e 2-group with c y c l i c ccritre. 
i t f o l l ows that at least one i s t r i v i a l . I t f o l l c v s that 
f o r th i s i , K/Nj^  contains a subgroup isomorphic to m (x ) . 
W < m-1 
<' V < M^xj But K/N. i s erabedc.able in W and ' 1 n 
A contrad i c t i on has been reached and hence L cp < L n — n 
S imi lar ly L^ , and the proof is complete, 
4 .6 Lemma. (Cf. Lemma S . S . ) Suppose Q i s an embeddinr: of W^  = , n > 2 , into ( s some inder s o t ) . 
Th^n i f B S , i s the p r o j e c t i o n o-^ ^ w onto i t s i th 
n 
f a c t o r , there ex is ts e.t least one element j € S such that 
4 „6 .1 ker(0^ ) = E ; 
J 
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4 . 6 . 2 G Qp, ^ b(w G )[ j ] . n J n - i I. n 
Proo f . Since the centre of the 2-group W^  i® c y d i c , 
as in the proof of Lemma 4 . 4 , the family of normal subgroups 
(the kernels of the , i e s ) assoc iated with the embedding 
0 , must contain at least one t r i v i a l member. Choose j so 
that k e r ( 0 i i p = E ; th i s j s a t i s f i e s 4 . 6 . 1 . Note that then 
Qn,- i s an isomorphism, 
J 
Then 4 . 6 , 2 i s immediate from the fo l l owing theorem of 
Peter M. Neumann [18] , 
4 . 7 Theorem. Given the standard v/reath product G^^ H of two 
arb i t rary groups, then the base group is charac te r i s t i c except 
when H is a 2 - c y c l e and G is the s p l i t t i n g extension of a 
2 - f r e e abel ian group, containing square roots of a l l i t s elements, 
by a 2 - c y c l e which transforms each element into i t s inverse . 
Now the reason f o r taking n > 2 in the hypotheses of 
Lemma 4 . 6 , emerges. For the base group of Cg \ Cg is not 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ince W^  = Cg i s of the form of the G of 
the theorem. But f o r n > 2 , W is not of that form. The — ' u 
proof of Lemma 4.6 i s now complete. 
From these lemmas v/e deduce the fo l lowing theorem, 
4 . 8 Theorem. ( c f . Theorem 3 , 1 , ) With G^^ = Cg f o r a l l 
n > 1 , and otherwise the same hypotheses as in Theorem 3 .1 , 
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the direct l imits L and L are not isomorphic. 
Proof. Exactly the same proof as that of 3.1 now works 
f o r 4 . 8 , invoking Lemma 4.3 in place of Corollary 2.16 and Lemma 
4.6 in place of Lemma 3.3. 
Proof of Theorem 4 . 1 . Theorem 4 .8 gives the result by 
the same argument as that following Theorem 4 .2 . 
PART II 
GROUPS GENERATING CROSS PRODUCT VARIETIES 
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C H A P T E R 5. 
AN UPPER BOUND FOR 1(K A ). 
Introduction. 
As stated in Chapter 0, N denotes the product variety 
of any fixed variety N nilpotent of class c and of exponent 
m , by A the variety of all abelian groups of exponent n , =n 
7/here (m,n) = 1 . The main result of Part II, from or for 
the proof of which the other results of independent interest are 
obtained, is now formulated as a theorem. 
5.1 Theorem. Provided c > 1 the variety N A^ is generated 
by its c-generator groups but not by its (c - l)-generator 
groups. That is ^(N A ) = C if c > l . For c = 1 , = =n 
^(N A ) = 2 . = =n 
In this chapter the following half of Theorem 5.1 is proved. 
5.2 For c > 1 , t(N < c and for c = 1 , lilg = 2 . 
Proof of 5.2. 
Since a locally finite variety is generated by its critical 
groups, the following lemma, part of which is due to L.G. Kovdcs, 
is a first step towards a proof of 5.2. 
5.3 Lemma, For any critical group G in N A^ , d(G) ^ c + 1 . 
This is true for all c > 1 . 
(The symbol d(G) denotes the least number of generators generating G.) 
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Remark. This bound is certainly attained by some 
critical groups for c = 1 and all suitable pairs m,n . In 
Chapter 6 we shall see that the bound is attained for c = 2 at 
least for certain exponents m and n . 
Proof of 5.3. Firstly, for all c > 1 we obtain the 
bound 2c for d(G) . The following argument is due to 
L.G. Kovacs and is derived in part from an argument in the 
paper [10] of Kovacs and Newman. 
Lemma 2.4.2 of Dates and Powell [20] is used: 
5.4 If a group G has a set of normal subgroups M^,...jM^ 
and a subgroup L such that 
5.4.1 G = ; 
5.4.2 G is not generated by L together with any proper subset 
of the set {Mi,...,M_} ;' 
= E for every permutation jt of the 5.4.3 M / ...,M / X 
integers l,...,s ; 
then G is not critical. 
Now return to the critical group G in N 4n • ^^Y 
assume G is non-abelian since otherwise G is cyclic and 
d(G) = 1 . Since any critical group is finitely generated and 
N Ajj is locally finite, G is finite. Let F = F(G) be the 
greatest normal nilpotent subgroup (the Fitting subgroup) and 
0 =<I)(G) the Fratt ini subgroup of G . Since $ is nilpotent 
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and normal, ® < F . F is a p-group for some prime p 
otherwise G would not be monolithic (i.e. it would not 
possess a unique minimal normal subgroup). Furthermore p m where 
m is the exponent of N . For, by the definition of a product 
variety and since G has been assumed non-abelian, G is an 
extension of a non-trivial subgroup S in N by a group in 
and we must have S < F , Since (m,n) = 1 there is, by 
the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem, a complement L of F in G . 
It follows that LO/O L) is a complement of F/O in G/O . 
By Theorems 2, 5 and 9 of Gaschiitz [4] , F/0 is an elementary 
abelian p-group. (clearly ^ fY.) Write 
F/$ = M X ,.. X M , 1 s 
v/here M^ /<I>, i = l,..,,s , is an elementary abelian minimal 
normal subgroup of G/$ . That such a decomposition exists is a 
consequence of Maschke's Theorem? F/0 may be regarded as an 
L/$-module over GF(p) . Then G = LM^...Mg and conditions 
5.4„1 and 5.4.2 are satisfied. If s > c , condition 5.4.3 would 
also be satisfied, contrary to the criticality of G , Th-^ s 
s < c . 
Since $ is the finite set of non-generators of G , it 
follows that d(G/$) - d(G) . We can therefore restrict our 
attention to G/O . V/rite G/0 = G^ , L0/$ = L^ , F/<D = F^ 
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and M^ /fe i = Let x^ be any non-trivial 
element from N. , Then 1 
5.5 G = sgp{L ,x , ) , 1 l i s 
since the conjugates of x^ under Lj^  must together generate the 
whole of the minimal normal subgroup N. . We shall now bound 
Let K. be the kernel of the representation of L 
on N. , i = : that is K. (N-; ) <i L, . By Theorem J- 1 Lj^  J- 1 
10 of Gaschutz [4] , F(G/$) = F/0 . This, togother with the 
abelianness of L^ , implies that C^ (f^) , for otherwise 
there would be a normal nilpotent su'^ '^ roup of G, properly containing 
Fi . Hence L^ is faithfully represented on F^ = Nj x . .. X I'g 
G 
and so K^ = E . Now Lj^ /Kj^  is abelian and is represented 
faithfully and irreducibly on N^ . By a classical theorem of 
representation theory this implies that L^ /^K^  is cyclic. Thus 
Li contains s normal subgroups intersecting trivially and with 
cyclic factor groups. It follows that L^^ is embeddable in the 
direct product L^ /K;^  X ... x Li/Kg of s cycles and that 
d(Li) < s . We have then from 5.5 that 
/ ^ ^ d(G) - < 2S < 2C . 
Secondly, this bound is reduced to c + 1 with the help 
of the following lemma. 
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5.6 Letataa. Let B be a finite abelian group with < s 
generators and let B ,. .. be s - 1 subgroups such that 
B/B^ is cyclic, i = l,...,s - 1 . Then there exists a set 
{gij'"5g«} of generators of B such that g. e B. for 
1 1 « 
Proof. If B is trivial then so also is the lemma. 
Assume B E . 
Write B as the direct product of its Sylow subgroups: 
B ^p^ X - . . x S p say. Then, for each j , , 
S and Bi n S p B ^ ^ satisfy the hypotheses of the 
J J P ^  
lenraa. If there exists a set {g^^ ....jg^^ } of generators of 
S such that g. e B. n S , i 1 , . . . , s - 1 , put 
^ j 
Then {gi,...,g } satisfies the requirements of the lemma. 
Hence it suffices to prove the lemma for B a p-group. 
With this assumption the lemma is proved by induction on s . 
For s = 1 the lemma holds vacuously. Suppose s > 1 and 
assume it true for s - 1 . Write B = C X ... X C where 
Hi "s 
P ^ P 
n ^ _ > 0 , i = l , . . . , s and n . < n for j < s , and let^ 
J s 
y. generate C n. . 
1 p i 
Consider the case B^ < B . In this case there exists 
some e lement y = y . . . y y ^ B s i n c e e l emen t s of 
1 s ^ 
t h i s form g e n e r a t e B . Hence B = C n , X . . . X C n X s f fp fy ) = 
p ^ p s - i 
A X sgp{y} s a y . For t h i s decompos i t i on of B , t h e p r o j e c t i o n 
of Bj^  on A must be t h e whole of A s i n c e , i f a e were 
n o t i n t h i s p r o j e c t i o n t h e n , modulo B^ , t h e s e t {a ,y} would 
g e n e r a t e a n o n - c y c l i c g r o u p . 
Thus f o r Bj^  < B t h e r e i s a g e n e r a t i n g s e t 
{ c i , . . . , g g } f o r B such t h a t c i , . . . , c g _ j e Bi . 
W r i t e H = s g p { c i , . . . ,Cg_j^} < Bi and c o n s i d e r t h e 
c y c l i c g roup HB^/B^ = H/HOB^ , i = 2 , . . . , s - 1 . The groups 
H and H fl B o , . . . , H fl B s a t i s f y t h e c o n d i t i o n s of t h e 
lemma and s o , by t h e i n d u c t i v e h y p o t h e s i s t h e r e e x i s t g e n e r a t o r s 
Si J • • • ?gs - i ^ such t h a t g^ e H fl Bj[ < B^ , f o r i = 2 , . . . , s - 1, 
S i n c e e B^ , t h e s e t { g i j . . . , g g } s a t i s f i e s t h e r e q u i r e m e n t s 
of t h e lenuna. T h i s comple tes t h e proof of t h e i n d u c t i v e s t e p 
and t h e proof of t h e lemma. 
For t h e a p p l i c a t i o n of t h i s t o t h e proof of Lemma 5 . 3 
we r e t u r n t o 5 . 5 : Gi = s g p { L i , X i , . . . ^ X g ) . The groups L^ 
and K j ^ , . , . s a t i s f y t h e hypo theses of 5 . 6 and hence t h e r e i s 
a g e n e r a t i n g s e t { 4 , • . . , - L ) f o r L, w i t h t . e K. f o r I S X I 
i = l , . . . , s - 1 . S i n c e K^ c e n t r a l i z e s x^ and t h e y have 
coprime o r d e r s , t h e s e t »• • • s-^s- i^s 1 ' ^ s ' ^ s ^ g e n e r a t e s 
Gj^  . T h i s comple tes t h e proof of 5 . 3 . 
One f u r t h e r lemma w i l l comple te t h e proof of 5 . 2 . S i n c e 
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N ^ is generated by i t s c r i t i c a l groups we have immediately from 
5.3 that -t(N < c + 1 . As remarked above, in Chapter 6, f o r 
c = 2 and certain m , n , c r i t i c a l groups in N having not 
fewer than 3 generators are constructed. Thus we cannot hope 
to obtain the upper bound c fo r -t(N A ) by considering the c r i t i c a l 
= 
groups alone. However L.G. Kovacs has proved the fol lowing resu l t . 
5.7 Lemma. For each c r i t i c a l group G in N A^ with s > 1 
def ined as previously, there exists an s-generator permutational 
verbal wreath product lying in N A and having G as a f ac to r . 
= =n 
Proof. We retain the notation of the proof of Lemma 5.3 
f o r the relevant subgroups etc . of the c r i t i c a l group G . Iden t i f y 
Li with L under the mapping — > t , ^ e L . Then L/K^ , 
i = l , . . . , s , is a cyc l i c group of order dividing n . Let 
Z. be a group isomorphic to L/K^ , i = l , . . . , s , such that 
Z . n Z, = f o r j k . Let 0 . : L/K. — Z . be an 
3 K -*- -1- 1 
isomorphism, i = l , . , . , s . Fortn the set - theoret ica l union 
, = Z say. Then f o r each z^ e Z^ , i = l , . . . , s , 
a permutation ^^  of Z is defined as f o l l ows ' 
z ^^  = zz^ i f z e Z^ ; 
z q = z i f z ^ Z. . 
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The group Q generated by all such permutations is isomorphic 
to Zi X ... x Z and the restriction to Z. e Z of this group 
S X 
of permutations is the right regular representation of Z^ . 
Take |z| distinct isomorphic copies of the p'^-cycle C where 
p 
p is the exponent of f(g) , and denote them by C Q;(z) , z e Z 
P 
Form the verbal N-product 
K = n c (z) , 
zeZ a 
as defined in Chapter 0 , and split-extend K by Q in the usual 
way for permutational wreath products; that is, the action of 
^ e Q on C Q;(z) is defined by a 
P 
for a e C . Then KQ is the permutational verbal wreath UC 
P 
product mentioned in the lemma. Obviously KQ 6 N A 
= =ti 
We shall now choose a subgroup of KQ and find an 
epimorphism from this subgroup onto G . Let Y be the isomorphism 
from Z, Z onto Q defined by s 
Z.Y = (;. , z. e Z. , i = l,...,s 
Then the mapping 
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® : I —> ... Uiije^^ i e h , 
is a monomorphisra of L into Q . Write L0 = Lg < Q . Let 
b^ e M^\(I)(G) , e^ be the identity of Z^ , i = l,...,s , 
and let a generate C . Then the mapping 
P 
a (e^) — > b^ , i = 1,... ,s ; 
— > ^ , I c. L , 
can be extended to an epimorphism of KLg onto G . This follows 
from the structure of G obtained in the proof of Lerama 5.3, 
from the freeness of K in H and the well-known von Dyck's 
Theorem (Kurosh [13], vol. 1, p. 130) . 
Finally we calculate the smallest number of generators needed 
to generate KQ ; i.e. d(KQ) . If s = 1 , KQ is a 2-generator 
group. If s > 1 , KQ is an s-generator group : for, if 
a(e^) generates C Q;(e^ ) and z. generates Z. , i = l,...,s , 
p ^ 1 
then KQ is generated by the set {a(e^) , z^f | i = l,...,s} ; 
but a(e.) and z^ V^ commute if j ^  k and have coprime orders 
and hence 
{a(e.).(z. . I i = l,...,s] 1 (i+i)mod s > } J 
also generates KQ . This completes the proof of 5.7 and thence 5.2. 
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C H A P T E R 6 . 
CRITICAL GROUPS IN N A = =n 
Introduct ion. 
As noted in Chapter 0, the theorem of Hanna Neumann proved 
below (Theorem 6 . 2 ) gives r i s e to the fo l lowing question. 
6 .1 Does there ex ist a var ie ty generated by i t s k-generator 
groups and also by a set S of c r i t i c a l groups some or a l l of 
which require more than k generators ? 
To put the qu6sti"on dif.f e r c n t l y v/e asl': frhetbor or not there 
ex ists a var i e ty generated by i t s k-generator groups and a lso by 
i t s c r i t i c a l groups, yet containing a c r i t i c a l group requiring 
> k generators. This is answered below a f f i rmat ive ly f o r k = 2 . 
The relevant v a r i e t y is K 4q where c = 2 , m = p and p 
and q are primes such that q p - 1. (Note that there is only 
one var ie ty of c lass 2 and exponent p (p > 2) s ince any fac to r 
•VJCVt - t^^eJi 
group of a f r ee group of such a var i e ty by a verbal subgroup, is 
a b e l i a n . ) By 5 ,2 th is v a r i e t y is generated by i t s 2-generator groups 
However i t turns out that i f the s ing le s t r i c t l y 3-generator 
c r i t i c a l group in ^ 4q ^^ contained in a subvariety V of 
^ 4q such that ' t ( v ) = 2 , then i t can be omitted from any 
set of c r i t i c a l groups generating V • Thus i f we i n s i s t that 
in the question 6 .1 not a l l of the c r i t i c a l groups of S 
requiring > k generators be omittable in th is sense, i t remains 
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coapletely unanswered. 
All the critical groups of N A , with N as above, are 
= =q 
found and from them the structure of the complete lattice of 
subvarieties of N A is determined. 
- -q 
Sets of critical groups. 
There follow three results connecting properties of a 
set S of critical groups with ^(var(s)) . The following 
theorem is due to Hanna Neumann. 
6.2 Theorem. The variety generated by a single critical 
group G , with d(G) = k , is not generated by its 
(k - l)-generator groups. 
Proof. Suppofie the theorem . false and that G is a 
counterexample, G critical, d(G) = k . Denote by 
the reduced free group of rank k - 1 of var(G) . Then 
var(G) = varCPj^ by the supposition. Hence is isomorphic 
to a factor of a cartesian power G^ where I / is some index 
set. Since F is free in var(G) , it is in fact embeddable 
k-i 
be the in G^ : F^^ ^ = A < G^ , say. Let , i e I , 
projection of G^ on its ith co-ordinate. If = G for 
some i e I , G would be isomorphic to a factor group of A = 
and would then have fewer than k generators. Thus < G for 
all i e I . Hence Fj^ ^ is in the variety generated by all 
ASj^ which is in turn in the variety generated by the proper subgroups 
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of G , This gives us a contradiction and completes the proof. 
The next lemma uses a technique contained in the paper 
[11] of Kovdcs and Newman. 
6.3 Lemma. If a Cross variety Y (that is a variety generated 
by a single finite group) is generated by its k-generator groups, 
then it is generated by its k-generator critical groups. 
Proof. Let F be the free group of rank k of V . 
Then P^ is erabeddable in a finite direct product of critical groups 
in Y since V is generated by its critical groups and Fj^  is 
finite. We choose, as in the paper quoted above, a "minimal 
representation" for Fj^  as a subgroup of such a direct product. 
The process is as follows. Let S^ = be a finite 
set of pairwise non-isomorphic critical groups in V such that 
Fj^  can be embedded in a finite direct product Dj^  of isomorphic 
copies of them by means of a monomorpbism . A second set 
Sg of critical groups is formed from S^ in the following way. 
Let Tj^  be the set of those G^ e S^ such that the projections 
of Fj^ ®^  into all the direct factors of D,^  isomorphic 
to G^ , are properly contained in these direct factors. Let 
Rx be the set of proper critical factors of the groups in T^ ^ . 
Then Sg is to contain precisely one representative from each 
isomorphism class represented in the set (Sx\Ti) U Ri . 
Evidently Sg generates V . 
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This procedure is repeated with Sg in place of Sj^  to 
obtain S3 and so on. After a finite number t of steps, 
T will be empty since all the groups considered are finite. 
Thus S ^ is a set of critical groups generating V all of which 
are homomorphic images of Fj^ . They are therefore all k-generator 
and the lemma is proved. 
The following rather special corollary is applied in the 
next section. 
6.4 Corollary. Let V be a Cross variety generated by its 
k-generator groups. If G e V is a critical group with d(G) > k 
such that G can be embedded in some free group of V , then G 
can be embedded in some k-generator critical group in Y . 
Proof. By Lemma 6.3 Y is generated b y its k-generator 
critical groups. Suppose G can be embedded in F^ the free 
group of rank -t of Y . The freeness of F^ implies that it 
can be embedded in a (finite) direct product D of k-geaerator 
critical groups. Thus G can be likewise embedded: say 
G = A < D . The projections of A into the critical direct 
factors of D are all isomorphic to factor groups of G and the 
variety they generate contains G , Therefore, by the criticality 
of G at least one such projection must be isomorphic to G and 
the corollary is proved. 
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Tbe critical groups of N A^ . 
For the rest of this chapter only, N will be assumed to be 
nilpotent of class 2 and of exponent p v/here q|p - 1 and 
the primes p and q are fixed. By 5.2 N A^ is generated by 
its 2-generator groups, We shall now construct all the critical 
groups in N A^ (and so incidentally the promised strictly 
S-generator critical group) and thence draw its subvariety lattice. 
There follows a resume of the properties of critical groups 
in N A which were elicited for the more general case in the 
proof of Lea:nia 5.3. 
If G is critical, G e N A , thon G is a splitting = -q 
extension of a p-groun F by a subgroup L of C x C . Further, q q 
if F is non-trivial, then F/$(G) = N^ X Ng where N^ , i = 1,2, 
is either trivial (but not both N^ ^ and N^ are trivial) or an 
elementary abelian minimal normal subgroup of 
G/ O(g) . If 
N^ . , i = 1,2 , is non-trivial it can also be regarded as an irreducible 
L-fflcdule over GF(p) . From this point of view L is represented 
faithfully on N^ x N3 and if K^ , i = 1,2 , is the kernel of 
the representation of L on N^ , then L/K^ ^ is a q-cycle 
or else trivial. 
We shall nov; examine the possibilities for the modules 
Ml and N^ . The condition q|p - 1 simplifies the further 
structure of G considerably. In general if p and q are 
arbitrary distinct primes, the irreducible Cq-modules over GF(p) 
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on which C acts non-trivially are of dimension k where k 
<1 If 
is the smallest positive integer such that q p - 1 ; and 
the group extensions of these modules by C in the obvious way 
are isomorphic (M.F, Newman [19 ] Theorem 6.4). Thus in a way 
similar to what follows some progress may be made in the more 
general case. 
In our case, ain - 1 , we have k = 1 whence N. is -1 - ' 1 
either trivial or a p-cycle for i = 1 ,2 . (Alternatively this 
can be deduced from the following two facts: (l) the irreducible 
C^-modules over GF(p) are absolutely irreducible when q |p - 1 
(Curtis and Reiner [2], Corollary 70.24 , n, 475); (2) the 
absolutely irreducible C^-modules over GF(p) are one-dimensional 
if p f- q (M. Hall, Jr [5], p. 267).) 
Therefore if P is non-abelian it is not difficult to see 
that it must be the reduced free group of rank 2 of N . For 
if Fg denotes the latter group then Fg can be defined by 
generators and relations as follows: 
Fs = {a,b I -J = bP = [a,b]^ = e ; [a,b,a] = [a,b,b] = e] . 
We shall retain the symbols a,b for generators of F. . If F 
is non-trivial abelian then it is cyclic of order p . 
The set of all solutions mod p of x'^  ^  1 mod p , generates 
a cyclic group of order q , the unique subgroup of order q of 
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t h e c y c l i c m u l t i p l i c a t i v e group of o rde r p - 1 of GP(p) . Let 
r be a g e n e r a t o r of t h i s q - c y c l e , 0 < r < p , nod p . 
Suppose g g e n e r a t e s a p - c y c l e and 6 a q - c y c l e C^ . Then 
f o r each i , ^ ^ -module i s formed from gp{g} 
by d e f i n i n g t h e a c t i o n of & on g t o map g onto g . In 
t h i s way t h e q i n e q u i v a l e n t i r r e d u c i b l e C^-raodules over GF(p) 
a r e o b t a i n e d . 
However, as s t a t e d above , i f t h e q - 1 i r r e d u c i b l e 
Cq-modules on which C^ a c t s n o n - t r i v i a l l y a r e extended by C^ ^ 
i n t h e obvious way t h e n t h e r e s u l t i n g groups a r e i somorph ic . 
Thus i f we c o n s i d e r t h e groups H^^ , Hp d e f i n e d by 
Hi = g p { g i , 5 i j g? = o? = 1 , g i^ = g i ) ; 
Hs = g P t g s ' S , I g^ = = 1 , g ^ - g f } , 
where 0 < i < q - 1 , t h e n t h e mapping 
, Ss — > Si 
car. c l e a r l y be extended t o an isomorphism between Hg and Hj^  . 
The s t a g e i s now s e t f o r t h e f o l l o w i n g theorem, 
6 . 5 Theorem, If t h e c r i t i c a l g roup G has a n o n - a b e l i a n 
Sylow p- subgroup t h e n i t i s i somorphic t o one of t h e f o l l o w i n g g roups ! 
d5 
= a" = a ^ a^ = a', Gi =/gpfFg,a,P I = 1 = 
.1 _ •, r „ .I" ^r ^ , r 1 Gg = gp[F3,r y-^  = 1, a' = a , b' = b M , 
i = 0,1,...,q - 1 ; 
and Fo . All of these groups are critical and all are 2-generator 
except I d(Gs) = 3 „ (in what follows it will always be 
clear from the context which group Gg the group Fg is intended 
to represent a subgroup of.) 
6.6 Remark. From the preceding statements and arguments it 
follows that if G has an abelian Sylow p-subgroup then it is 
isomorphic to H^ ^ , C^ or C^ . (h^ ^ is clearly critical.) 
Proof of 6.5. Up to isomorphism the groups Gg , 
Vlt.'Vi -
0 < i < q - 1 , are the only possible extensions of Fg by C^ . 
This is proved as follows. Suppose Fg , a p-cycle, is 
generated by d and, in anticipation of its criticality, denote 
any extension of Fg by a q-cycle L , by G . Then 
Fg/Fg = Nj^  X Ng where N^ and Ng are cyclic of order p and 
normal in G/Fg . Let xFg and yFg be any cosets generating 
N, and N_ respectively. Then C X C = sgp{x,d} <! G . I S P p 
Hence, applying Maschke's Theorem to the L-module sgp[x,d] , 
there exists a direct complement sgp{a} say," of 
sgp{d} , which is also normalized by L . Similarly 
)6 
sgp{y><i} is split into a direct sum of irreducible L-modules 
sgp{d] and sgp{b} say. (The subgroup sgp{d} = Pg is 
monolith of G .) Then by choosing a generator T of L 
appropriately (as above in arranging an isomorphism between H^ and 
H, ) we obtain one of the groups Go as defined in the theorem. 
A similar argument yields that G^^ is, up to isomorphism, 
the only possible extension of Fo by C X C ® q q 
Thus Gi , Gg , i = 0,...,q - 1 , and Fq are the only 
candidates with non-abelian Sylow p-subgroups for being critical.. 
It remains to prove their criticality and to find the minimum 
number of generators for each. 
Obviously F^ is critical and d(Fg) = 2 . By Paul M. 
Weichsel [22] it is the only non-abelian critical group in N . 
For all i , 0 < i < q - l , the proper factors of Gg are 
metabelian. Yet for i f 0 Gg is not metabelian because 
X**^! I* ^  1 
[a,Y] = a and [b,v] = b ~ do not commute unless i = 0 . 
0 
The group Gg is critical because its proper factors satisfy the 
law = e whereas Gg does not, since, in G^ , 
= [a [a,b] ^ = [a,b]^ ' f Q . 
Next d(Gg) is determined for 0 < i < q - l , If 
i 1 , Gg is generated by ab and r : for (abF = a^b^^ 
n 
and since 
it follows that ab and (abK generate Fg if and only if 
r* ^ r mod p ; and r^ = r mod p precisely when i = 1 . The 
group G^ is the strictly 3-generator critical group promised in 
the introduction. For if G^ ^ is a 2-generator group then some 
pair , u,v € , will do to generate it. There exists 
V7 e F such that w^"^ = u since (r - l,p) = 1 . Thus 
yu - yw^ w""'- = -fw^ w""'- - v-Tv/"^  and G^ = sgp{y,v'} where s 
v' = Suppose v' = a^^b^'^ modulo F' . Then 
V = a'^^b^sr ^ (aiifeis)^ ^ modulo F' . 
Hence, modulo F' , sgp{yu,v} is the extension of C by C s P q 
while Gi/F' is an extension of C X C by G . Thus a 
^ ^ P P q 
contradiction has been reached and d(G^) = 3 . 
Finally the criticality of G^ ^ is proved. 
First we show that G^ ^  G^ for i ^ ^ j , 0 < i , j < q - l 
Since Gg is metabelian, whereas for i ^ 0 G^ is not; 
and since d(G^) = 3 , while d(Gg) = 2 for i 1 , it may 
be assumed that 2 < i , j < q - l „ Write Kg for the factor 
group by the monolith of G g , 2 < i < q - l . Then Kg 
may be presented as follows: 
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Kg = I [a^jb^] = e = oP -ai = bi 
ri 
a. a.,b. b" 
1 
where a. , b , y- are suitable cosets. The only cyclic normal 
1 i i 
subgroups of kJ (2 < i < q - l) are sgp{ a } and sgp{b.} . 
Therefore any isomorphism 6 : K^ —> Kg , must be the extension 
of one of the following mappings: 
(1) < a, 
s, 
• j J 
J 
(2) 
r —> T 
i ' J j 
a , —> b 
1 J 
b. —> b . 3 
1 3 
b. —> a 
1 J 
v/here x . e sgp{a.,b.} and 0 <3^,3^,83 < p . Suppose 9 
J J J 
is the extension of the mapping (l).^ In this case 






'Therefore s^ = 1 . Also 
and 
(bn)0 = (b-e^i^ 
s r^ 
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If i f j the last two lines give us a contradiction. The 
mapping (2) can be similarly disposed of. Hence K^ ? K^ 
if i ^ J ' 2 < i , j < q - l , and this, together with the 
1 
remar^-s on and G^ , proves that for i r J 
and 0 < i , j < q - l . 
3y Lemma 6.8 of the following section, and Corollary 
6,4. Go r^n bo pmbodded in some criticp.l 2-generator group 
in 1 4_ • Thus, since obviously jG^I = 1G^| far all i,j and 
8 
b y the above Gg ^ G^ for i j , the only candidate is 
Gj^  which must therefore be a 2-generator critical group. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
The lattice of subvarieties of N A = q 
The notation of the preceding section is retained. For 
convenience of reference a few simple facts which are used in 
the determination of the subvariety lattice of N A > are collected 
into the following lemma. 
6.7 Lemma. The groups 0 < i < q - l , 
(1) are pairwise non-isomorphic ; 
(2) have the same order ; 
(3) can be embedded as subgroups of Gj^  ; 
(4) have the sane (isomorphism classes of) proper 
critical factors. 
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Proo f . Propert ies ( l ) and ( 2 ) have been dealt with in 
the proof of Theorem 6 . 5 . Property ( 4 ) f o l l o w s in part from 
Remark 6 .6 and the f a c t that H, , C and C can a l l be 
P q 
embedded in G g , The only other poss ib l e 
proper c r i t i c a l f a c t o r i s F^ which i s a f a c t o r of a l l Gg . 
Property ( s ) i s immediate from the f a c t that the subgroup 
sgp{Fg,a3'^} of G, as def ined above, i s isomorphic t o Gg , 
0 < i < q - 1 . 
The f i n a l r e s u l t needed i s a c o r o l l a r y of the f o l l owing 
1emma. 
6 . 8 Lemma. Let V be any subvariety of N A containing 
Gg f o r some f i x e d i , 0 < i < q ~ l ' ^S^Y) denote 
the f r e e group of rank 3 of V , Then any normal subgroup 
H of Fgl^) such that F3(v ) /H = Gg , i s complemented in 
FaCv) , and hence Gg can be embedded in P3(y) • 
Proof . Since e 1 4q ' ^ s p l i t t i n g extension 
of i t s normal Sylow p-subgroup by a Sylow q-subgroup. Let P 
be tho normal Sylow p-subgroup of FSCy) • Let Q 
( = C X C X G s ince FgvV) is of rank 3 ) be any Sylow 
q q q 
q-subgroup and l e t y e Q\H . 
Now P/P ' is elc3ucntary abel ian and can be considered as 
a Q-module over Gj'(p) . ByHascbke 's Thoorcu the 0-suoaodule 
(ll n P / P ' / P ' i s d i r e c t l y cotrpleaientod in P/P ' by a Q-suLaodule 
K say. We sha l l prove that K i s 2-dimensional . 
lOi 
The fa c to r group PH/E ^ P/H n P is the Sylov/ 
p-subgroup of F3(y)/H . Therefore ?/H n P - F^ , 
the f r e e group of rank 2 of N . It fo l lows that 
_ _ P / m P ^ 
~p'(n7s')7Hnp " S ^ 
But th i s fac tor group is isomorphic to and 
P/P' ~ P K -
(Hnp)p ' /p ' P=(Hn?) 
and so K is 2-clitnen3icnaI. 
D i re c t l y decompose K into i t s one-dimensional i rreducib le 
Q-suamcdules K, and K^ and suppose xP' and yP' are ccsets 
geners.tin_~ Kj^  and Xp respec t ive ly . Then Egp{P ' ,x } is 
elementa,ry abelian and is a Q-moduie of which P' is a Q-submodule, 
Again by Maschke's Thec-'em P' is d i r e c t l y complemented in 
sgp{P' ,2: } by a one-dimensional Q-submodule generated by a se.y, 
a G P . In other 'vvords an element a can be chosen from the 
coset ::P' such that sgp{a} is normalized by Q . Similarly 
there ic an element b in yP' such that Q normalizes sgp {b } . 
Thus E g p [a -b } is normalized by Q and so in part icular by 
sgptr i ^ 
Let K*^  denote the complete inverse image of K under 
the natural homoraorpbism P — > ? / ? ' „ Then c l e a r l y 
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K* n K < p'.^- If [ a ,b ] 6 H then i t is easy to see that 
P' < H, contrary to P/H H P ^ P^ . Therefore sgp[a ,b) 
is a complement of H fl P in P . I t fo l lows eas i l y , by the choice 
of a and b , that s g p { r , a , b } complements H in F3(v) and 
hence that s g p { r , a , b } - G^ . Thus the lemma is proved, 
a 
Let n denote the var i e ty generated by a l l the proper 
fac tors of G^  . By 6 .7 (4) this is the same for 0 < i < q - 1 . 
6 .9 Corol lary . Let S be the set {Gg | 0 < i < q - 1} . 
Then the l a t t i c e of subvarieties of v a r ( s ) which contain H 
is isomorphic to the l a t t i c e of subsets of S under the mapping 
defined by 
var ( S j — > S , , <!> f S ^ ^ S ; 
Proof . I t s u f f i c e s to prove that f or each i , 
0 < i < q - 1 , 
Gg ^ v a r ( s x {Gg}) . 
Suppose on the contrary that f o r some f i xed i , G^ e v a r ( s \ { G g } ) = Y 
say. Then Gg is a fac tor group of F^Cv) since d(Gg) < 3 , 
and therefore by 6 . 8 can be embedded in F3(v) . Now the la t ter 
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group can be embedded in a finiic direct product D of groups in 
S \ {gM and hence so can G^ . Suppose G^ = A < D . Then 
•i « 2 ~ 
G^ is in the variety generated by the projections of A into 
the critical direct factors of 1) , But by 6.7 (4) and the 
i 
criticality of G^ one of these projections must be isomorphic 
to Gg , This hovrever is excluded by (l) and ( 2 ) of 6,7 and 
the supposition is false. This proves the corollary. 
The lattice of subvarieties of U = N U A A is easily = = =p =q 
sorted out : by Remark 6.6 the only critical groups in 
M U 4 4 with abelian Sylow p-subgroups are Hj , C and 
P I p 
C , and as shown earlier Fc, is the only non-abelian critical q 
group in N . We have therefore effectively obtained the 
structure of the subvariety lattice of N " I't is drawn 
on the following pa<^e for q = 3 and any prime p such 
that 3 1 p - 1 . The symbols (G|) , (G2,G') etc. are meant 
to denote the varieties generated by the group or groups contained 
in the brackets. The symbol E denotes the trivial variety. 
N 4 , = v a r ( G j 
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( S I . G L G I ) 
\ 
/ 
I / - x 
X I 
(GgX' ' (Gg/ V i G a ; 
\ 
/ 
V M u 
H u 4 3 4 p 4 , 




C H A P T E R 7 , 
A THEQRM ON TES STAM)/J{D YSREAL WREATH HIODUCT, 
Introduction, 
ill th i s chapter a theorea is proved on the standard verbal 
v/reath product 
W = G 7/R H Ar 
of ti70 arbitrary non-tr iv ia l groups G and H with respect to 
an arbi trary var ie ty V « 
Before proceadirg further i t is as well to give i t s d e f i n i t i o n . 
The standard verbal V/Teatb product is a straightfcrTT^rd generalization 
of the standard -vroath product defined in Chapter 2. 
Take |H| isomorphic copies of G , denoted by G(h) , 
h 6 H . For-.n the verbal V-product (defined in Chapter o) 
Define the act ion of H on th is verbal product by i t s action 
on G(h) , v i z . ! 
- g ( h b , ) , g e G , h,bi e H , 
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7,2 D e f i n i t i o n . The standard verbal product of 
G by H i s the s p l i t t i n g estension of TI" G(h) by H 
heH 
defined by 7 .1 . That is 
G w H - gp{n= G(h),H I (g (h ) )^ i = g ( h h J , g € G, h,h, e H] . 
1 heH ^ 
Remark. The notation used f o r th is wreath product d i f f e r s 
froni t-;at used in Part I , The reason is that here we are concerned 
with standard wreath products only f o r which the notationi G wr H 
and G v^r^ E are more common and easier to type. The symbol 
G \h of Phi l ip Hall [6] used in Part I , allowed a uniform 
notation for the various standard and non-standard wreath products 
occurring there„ 
Since our only concern from now on w i l l be with the standard 
verbal wreath product, the ad jec t ive "standard" w i l l , f o r brev i ty , 
be dropped» 
Since i t requires some preliminary d e f i n i t i o n s , the 
statement of the theorem is relegated to the next sec t ion . The 
theorem is a general izat ion of Theorem 4„1 of Peter Mc Neumann 
[18] and part of the proof is a general ization of the proof in 
[18] . 
The theorem is applied in Chapter 8 in the spec ial case 
G e V (see Corol lary 715) to obtain a lower bound f o r A ) . = - =n 
For th is case a simpler proof of the theorem is poss ib le ; however 
the f u l l theorem is of independent interest.. For the case when 
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V is an abeliaa variety (i.e. the case of the standard wreath 
product of Chapter 2 ) it has found applications in Part I (as 
Lemma 2,5 ) and in the above-mentioned paper [18], 
Statement of the theorem. 
First some definitions are necessary. Suppose F is a 
free group on a countahly infinite set ..,] of free 
generatorsc If Y is any variety, denote by V the corresponding 
fully invariant subgroup of F and for any group G let V(G) 
denote the verbal subgroup of G determined by V , Thus V is 
the class of all groups G for which V(G) = E . Let D be the 
derived group of F . V and D are ^^ erbal subgroups of F and 
therefore V H D is fully invariant and hence also a verbal 
subgroup, since F is free. It is easy to verify that, for 
any group G , 
(v n D)(G) < V(G) 0 D(G) . 
In view of subsequent arguments it is worth while pointing out that 
B.H. Neumann [16] has found an example where the inequality is strict, 
(Cf. also S. Moran [15],) Finally the fact that v(G0) = v(g)0 
for every homomorphism 9 , will be used without comment . 
Returning to Definition 7.2, henceforth n ^G(h) and H 
ti 
will be regarded as subgroups of W . As in Part I,v/rite B(W) 
V 
for the "base group " n G(h) of W . 
heH 
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We are now in a position to state the theorem. 
7.3 Theorem. (cf. Lemma 2.11.) Let H^ ^ > E be normal 
in H , T^ be any transversal for H^ in H , and K denote 
V 
the verbal product II G(t) < B(W) . Then 
teT, 
/ n B(W) = [H,,B(W)] = 
^r 
(Ui Oa ...CC^  r > 1 ; h^ £ H^ , a^ e K , for i = l,...,r ; 
h . f h . for j = 1,... ,r - 1 ; A A .. .a £ (v n D)(K)} J j+i ^ ^ 
Proof of the theorem. 
The proof consists of a string of lemmas. The first 
two, 7,4 and 7.5, reduce tlie problem to the case H^^ = H . 
Lemma 7.4 is well-known and simple to prove. The proof is as in 
the case of the ordinary standard wreath product (see e.g. 
the proof of Theorem 5.4 of [IT]) and is omitted. 
7,4 Lemma. If Hg is any subgroup of H and Tg is any 
left transversal for Hg in H , then 
Hp.B(w) = (n G(t)) wr Hg . 
teTg 1 
If, in the right hand side, we interpret the action of 
y 
Hs on II'' G(t) as it is in W , we may (and shall in teTg 
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future) replace = by = . 
7.5 Lemma. The normal closure of H^ in W is 
Hi[EI,B(W)] , 
Proofs The subgroup [EJ^,b(w)] of W is normalized 
by B(W) : for, if hj. e H^ , b,bi e B(W) , then 
/ ^ [h,,b] = [hi,bJ-Mh^,bbJ e [H^,b(w)] . 
Also, [HI,B(W)] is normalized by H since E j ^ < B and 
B(W) < 3 W , Hence [EI,B(W)] is normal in H . B ( W ) = W , 
The subgroup is obviously normalized by H 
Also, if b e B(W) , h^ £ , then 
h^ = hjh^,b] e HJH^,b(w)] . 
Hence HJ^ [H^,b(w)] is normal in W and must be the normal 
closure of H in W . 
X 
7.6 Corollary. The normal closure of H^ in W is the same 
as its normal closure in HXB(w) . 
This follows at once from Lemma 7.5, This corollary 
together with Lemma 7.4 allows us to assume that Hj^  = H . 
The following few lemmas are concerned with this case and with 
a particular verbal wreath product. 
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Consider the particular verbal ivreath product 
W* = G (which is in fac t isomorphic to the f ree product 
G * H - but this wi l l not be needed) since the more general 
wreath product W is a factor group of i t . The base group of 
W" is the f ree product G(h), = n*G(h) say. Now by the 
h^H 
de f in i t i on ' ( 0 . 2 ) cf the verbal product, 
V 
b(w) = n~ G(h) = n ' 'G(h)/v(n\(h)) n c , 
heH 
where C is the cartesian subgroup of the f ree product H G (h) . 
For brevi ty , write A = v(n*G(h)) n C , so that 
b(w) = n*G(h)/A ; W = W*/^ . 
Any element of IT*G(h) can be written uniquely in the 
normal form g i (h^ ) . . . g^ (h^) where g^ e G , h^ € H , i = l , . . . , r ; 
r » j = l , . . „ , r - 1 . Write 
X = { g ( e )g - i (h ) I g e G, h e H} 
= { [ g " M p ) , h ] I g e G, h e H} c: n''G(h) . 
Then the fol lowing is true, 
7.7 Lemma. If g j (hj . ) . . .g^(h^) , g. e G , h. € H , h^ 
Ill 
is any element of II*G(h) , then the element 
lies in sgp(x) . 
Proof. Any element of the form g-^(h')g(h") , g e G , 
h',h"G H , belongs to sgp ( x ) since 




and since x^Xj^.. e sgp ( x ) by the preceding remark, the 
required result is obtained. 
7.8 Corollary. In W* , [H,n*G(h)] = sgp (x ) . 
Proof. It is obvious from the definition of X that 
[H,n"G(h)j > sgp (x ) . To prove the reverse inclusion, it will 
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be shown that every generator [b',b] of [H,n^"G(h)] , h' € H , 
b e n"G(h) , lies in sgp(x) . Suppose 
is in the normal form. Then 
= g-i(h^h»)...g7i(h,h ' )gi(hJ...g^(h^) . 
Thus, by Lemma 7.7 , if both sides are multiplied on the left by 
(g;^ gl^ gi.....gj.)(h^h') = e , we obtain 
[h',b] £ sgp(x) , 
and the proof is complete. 
The next lemma, v/hich is more difficult, is concerned with 
the free product n*G(h) only. 
7.9 Lemma. The epimorphism 9 : II*G(h) — > G defined by 
g(h)0 = g , g e G , h e H , (that is, Q amalgamates the 
G(h)) maps A = v(n*G(h))ri C onto (v fl D)(G) . 
This is slightly surprising as one might expect on the 
face of it that AB = V(G) MDCG) which, as remarked above. 
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i s not always the same as (v n D ) ( G ) . 
For prov ing t h i s lemma a pre l iminary r e s u l t i s needed 
which f o r c l a r i t y i s s ta ted and proved s e p a r a t e l y . F i r s t a 
d e f i n i t i o n i s g iven (Higraan [ 8 ] ) , 
"^-lO D e f i n i t i o n . A commutator in or with e n t r i e s 
+1 +1 
from [x^ ,Xg , . . . } i s de f ined as f o l l o w s . The elements 
1 , +1 ±1 
X. are commutators in the elements of {x'" ,x_ , . . . } of I X 1 <o 
±1 +x 
weight 1 and i f y and z are commutators in x^ ^ ,Xg 
of weight r and s r e s p e c t i v e l y then [ y , z ] i s a commutator 
in the v a r i a b l e s , of weight r + s . Only commutators formed 
in t h i s way are a l l o w e d . 
To say that a word (e lement) in F " i n v o l v e s " x^ w i l l 
mean that tlie word conta ins x . or xT^ when wr i t ten in 
1 1 
reduced form. A commutator with e n t r i e s from {x^ ,Xg , . . . } 
that i n v o l v e s x^ , takes the va lue e when x^ i s rep laced 
by e . A l s o i f the commutator y invo lves x^ , then so does 
[ y , z ] . 
7 .11 Lemma^ The v e r b a l subgroup V fl D i s generated by the 
set of a l l t h o s e words 
Tf,T — ; . . . jXj^) in V n D J each of 
which can be wr i t t en as a product Cj^...Cg say , of commutators 
This lemma was suggested by P r o f e s s o r Hanna Neumann as a 
c o r r e c t i o n of my o r i g i n a l proo f of Lemma 7 . 9 . 
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+1 +1 
of weight > 1 with entries from {x" , . . . } , such that 
that there exist two distinct subscripts j and k with the 
property that each commutator ^^ , ^ ^ S ® ' involves both 
x^ and (l < j , k < t ) . 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of 
variables a word in V fl D involves. If this number is 2 , 
the word already has the required form. Suppose that words in 
vn D involving fewer than -t variables are products of 
words of the form w , and let v = v ( x i , . . . 3 ^ ) be any element 
of vn D which involves al l of . Since v e D , 
it can be witten as a product of commutators of weight >1 in 
+1 ±1 , , 
Xj^  : V = c ^ . . . c t say. If such a commutator y^ 
involves x. , and y„ does not, then using the identity 1 s 
yi^s ysyi[yi,ys] ^^ that the commutator not 
involving x^ (;omes before commutators involving x^ . Hence 
we can write 
v = Vj^ VgVsV^ 
where the v^ , i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , are products of commutators 
of weight > 1 in the x^'s and their inverses, and in v^ 
a l l factors involve neither x^ nor x„ ; in Vg al l involve 
xx but not Xg ; in V3 al l involve x^ but not x^^ ; 
and the factors of v^ al l involve both x^ and Xg . If we 
put successively Xj^  = Xg = e 5 Xj^  = g ; Xg = e , in v , we 
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see that v^ ,Vg ,V3 jV^  e Vfl D . Now v^ , Vg and V3 involve 
at most -t - 1 variables and so, by the inductive hypothesis, 
they are products of words in V d D of the right form. The 
element v^ is already of the required form. Obviously no 
generality has been lost by working with the particular -t variables 
x ^ , . , . , and the proof is complete. 
Proof of 7.9. Let w = ,. r.. be as in the statement 
of Lemma 7.11 ; w = c,...c and the c. simultaneously involve I S 1 
the variables x. and Xj^  . Since E ^ E , there exist h',h" e H 
for which h' h" . Substitute in w any -t elements 
£ G , for respectively. The resulting 
element is in (v (1 D)(G) . On the other hand, if we substitute 
g.(h') for X. , i ^ k , and g, (h") for x , the form of w 1 1 K K 
ensures that the resulting element is in A . Now 
and since, by 7.11, all such elements w(gj^ ,.. . generate 
(V N D)(G) , it follows that 
A0 > (v N D)(G) . 
V/e shall now prove the reverse inclusion. 
Let R be the kernel of an epimorphism ¥ from a free group 
Fi of suitable rank, onto G : G = Pi/R . Take |H | isomorphic 
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copies of Fj denoted by F^(h) , h e H . Then corresponding 
to y we have, for each h e H , the obvious epimorphisra 
Y(h) ; Fi{h) — > G ( h ) . 
Consider the free product = n * F i ( h ) say. Let cp 
be the epimorphism from n'^Fi(h) onto II'^G(h) , whose restriction 
to Fi(h) is y(h) . It then suffices to prove that 
7.12 (V n D)(n*Fi(h))cp > A . 
For, 
(v n D)(n''Fi(h))cp0 = ( v n D ) ( G ) , 
and so, from 7.12 , 
( v n D ) ( G ) > A0 . 
7.12 is proved as follows. Let v(x) = v(xx,...,x^) e V ^ 
be such that for some e II^G(h)., we have 
v ( b i , . € C . 
Every element g of A = v(ri'^G(h)) fl C is obtainable in this 
way from some v(x) e V . Suppose f^ cp = b^ ^ , where 
f^ e II*Fj(h) , i = . Consider now the element 
v(f) = v(f 1,... . Modulo its cartesian, II*Fj^(h) is the 
direct product of the . From this, together with the 
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fact that the complete inverse itaage of C under cp is the 
product of the cartesian of IT*Fi(h) and the normal closure 
in n*Fj^(h) of all R(h) , we deduce that we may write 
v(f) = d.k,(hj...k^(h^) , 
\7here d beion^rs to the cartesian of II*Fi(h) ; k^ e R , 
h. e H , i = l , . , . , t and h . ^ h, for j k . 
1 j 
Next suppose { | y e F} (P some index set) is a set 
of free generators of F^ . Then {y^(h) i r e T, h e H ) 
generates freely and the f^ may be regarded as 
reduced words in these free generators. Consider the subset 
S = (y (h) I for sens i = , f. involves y ,(h) } , 
T" X 'IJ 
and let [j. : sgp ( s ) — > F be the monomorphism extending any 
( 1 , 1 ) mapping from S into the free generators {x^jx^,.,.} 
of F „ Then v(f)p. e V . If, for some fixed j , 1 < J < t , 
we set X. = e in the word v(f) |J. whenever ^ Fi(h.) , 
i ^ i J 
then we find that also 
k (h e V , j = 1,. ,t . 
J J 
Hence dp. e V ; or -iously d|a € D . V/rite dp, =s. v ' 
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Thus, for each element g e A a word v ' e V n D has 
been found such that the substitution gives g : 
v V ~ ' 9 = g • Now v V " ^ = d 6 ( v n D)(lI-'Fj(b)) and hence 
( v n D)^*Fi(h)>p > A as required. This completes the proof 
of 7.12 and thence of Lemma 7.9. 
7.13 Corollary. For all h e H , (v n D)(G(h)) is contained 
in sgp(x).A. 
Proof. Corollary 7.8 implies that sgp(x) is normal in 
W . Let a be any element in (v N D)(G) . Then by 
Lemma 7,9 there exists an element g = g^ (hj^).. .gj,(hj.) in A 
such that gi...gj. = a . By Lemma 7.7 (hj )g e sgp(x) , 
whence a(hi) e sgp(x)A . The normality of sgp(x) in W* 
then gives the stated result. 
Finally we return to W for which we obtain the following 
corollary. 
7.14 C P r o l i a n t [H,B(W)] = sgp(x)A/A = M , where M is the 
set of cosets 
{gi(hi)., .gj.(hj.)A I r > 1; h^ e H , g^ € G, i = 1,... ,r; 
t j = l,...,r - 1; gi...gr 6 (v n D ) ( G ) } . 
Proof. It is easy to see from 7.9 that the set M forms 
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a subgroup of W . There fo re , s ince XA/A , the set of 
c o s e t s xA , X e X , i s contained in M , i t f o l l o w s that 
< M . To prove the reverse i n c l u s i o n wr i te 
g = where g i - . - g j , e ( v 0 D)(G) . Then, by 
Lemma 7 . 7 , (GI. O . G ^ h ^ h J g i (h^ ) . . .g^(h^) e s g p ( x ) . Therefore 
g e (V n D ) ( G ( h i ) ) . r ! g p ( x ) which by 7 .13 i s contained in 
s g p ( x ) , A . The e q u a l i t y 
[H,B(W)] = s g p ( x ) / y A 
i s immediate from C o r o l l a r y 7 . 8 , The proof i s now complete . 
Proof of Theorem 7 . 3 . The theorem now f o l l o w s immediately 
from Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5 and C o r o l l a r y 7 .14 . 
For the a p p l i c a t i o n of Theorem 7.3 in Chapter 8, i t i s 
required only in the case V(G) = E , In t h i s case , f o r 
convenience i t i s r e s t a t e d as a c o r o l l a r y . 
7.15 C o r o l l a r y . With the sane notat i on as in Theorem 4 . 1 , 
suppose in a d d i t i o n t o the hypotheses of 4 . 1 that V(G) = E . 
Then the normal c l o s u r e of the normal subgroup H^  > E of H 
(with a t ransversa l Ti in h ) in W = G wr^H , i s H^ M^  where 
b h ^ 
M, = I r > 1 ; h^ e H, , a . e n ^ ^ ^ ^ G ( t ) , 
i - l , . , . r ; h f h . ^ , j = l , . . . , r - i ; QL^a^.. .Qt^  = e ] 
J 
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C H A P T E R 8. 
A LOWER BOUND FOR -^(NA^). 
Introduction. 
In Chapter 5 it was stated as a theorem (Theorem 5.l) 
that if c is the class of a nilpotent variety N of exponent 
m and (m,n) = 1 , then for c > 1 , A ^ ) = c while for 
c = 1 , 't(N A ) = 2 . We proved there that for c > 1 , 
= =n 
^(N a ) < c and for c = 1 , -t(N A ) = 2 . This chapter is 
= =n — ' = =n 
devoted to the proof of the remaining half of Theorem 5.1; viz. 
8.1 -{-(N A ) > 0 for all c > 1 . 
= =T1 ~ ~ 
For any variety V let F (v) denote the reduced free 
group of rank k of V . The method of proving 8.1 involves 
certain properties of the verbal wreath product^ 
W = F (N) v^r F (4 ) . 
c c ~ li c -n 
The reduced free group F (a ) is isomorphic to the direct 
c -n 
power C^ of the n-cycle C^ . Clearly W^, e N A ^ , We shall 
show that if W e var(F . (n 4 )) then W is not only a factor 
c ^ n ^ 
of, but can be embedded in, a (finite) direct power of F^ 
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Hence by Lemma 0.1 there is a set of normal subgroups of , 
v/ith t r i v i a l in tersec t i on , giving r i s e t o f a c to r groups embeddabla 
in F • ^^ ^ prove that f o r a l l poss ib le such se ts , the C i . — £j 
f a c to r group of at least one normal subgroup is not so embeddable. 
Preliminary r e s u l t s , 
In addit ion to Coro l lary 7.15 a few lemmas are needed. 
The fo l lowing leama has also been proved by A.L. §mel'kin in his 
paper [21] . His proof r e l i e s on the main theorem of that 
paper. The proof fo l lowing is short and more d i r e c t . 
8,2 Lemma. Let U and V be l o c a l l y f i n i t e var i e t i e s of 
coprime exponents m and n respectively^ Then the verbal 
wrea,th product 
V/(k) = Fj^(u) vrr^ Fj^(v) 
can be embedded in F , (u v ) , the f ree group of rank 2k of 
U V , f o r a l l k > 1 . 
Proof . Let F^  be absolute ly f r ee on f ree generators 
, Then, by the Sfhur-Zassenhaus Theorem and the 
hypotheses of the lemma, Fg^(u v ) = is a 
s p l i t t i n g e:rtensiou oi v (Fgk) /u(v(Fgk)) by FgkCv) = Fg^^^F^k), 
If we w i t e F^ ^ = sgp{Xj^,, . , , the same remark applied to 
\ < shows that there ex ists a set T e F^ which is a 
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transversal for V(FJ^) in F^ and is also, modulo u(v(Fg^)) , 
a complement of v(f ) in F , Let T^ be a right Schreier K iv 
transversal for v(f ) in F (Kurosh [ 13] , Vol. 2, p. 33). 
^ K 
Since V(F- ) = F N V(F ) , T and T, are subsets of some K k sk ^ 
transversals for v(Fg^) in F^ j^  . For each t^ e T^ there 
exists a unique t e T such that 
8.3 t^ = a t , 
where a depends on t and a € V(F ) . The mapping t t k 
Tj — > T so defined is (l,l) and onto. 
We now show that one can choose a right Schreier transversa? 
for V(F . ; in F . which contains the set s sk sk 
S = (tjXi |ti eTi, 0 < a . < n - l , i = k + 1,.. .,2k} , 
by the following simple modification of the usual argument. 
Distinct elements of S lie in different cosets of v(Fg{j) in 
a. a. 
Fgj^  , For if e v(Fgij) then by replacing 
X. and X. by e we obtain 1 e v(f, ) , whence t, = t, . 
-a. -^ a. ^ 
Then x^ x^J e v(Fg^) . If i j and a^ 0 set x^ = e ; 
then e But 0 < a^ < n - 1 and V is of 
exponent n , so either i = j or a^ = 0 . In this way one 
will quickly be led to the preceding assertion. The set S 
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obviously has the Schreier property. Choose the elements of S 
as representatives of the ir c o se t s . Let Q be the set of 
cosets not so represented. To f ind suitable representatives f o r 
the cosets in Q we use induction on the smallest length of 
elements of each coset in Q (as in [13] , vol . 2, p. 33) . The 
de ta i l s are as f o l l o w s . The ident i ty e belongs to S . Let 
e 0 
w = x^^ . . . x " ^ , e. = + 1 , i = l , . . . , ' t , be a reduced word 
i i i.L 1 -
in some coset in Q , of smallest length t in that cose t . 
Suppose the required choice of representatives has already been 
made f o r cosets in Q with smaller minimal length. Then the 
representative v say, of the coset containing ^ , 
which may or may not be in Q , has in any case already been 
chosen. Choose vx as the representative of the coset 
containing w . Thus the required T is obtained. (Cf. a lso 
M.J. Dunwoody [ 3 ] . ) 
A set of f ree generators of v(f^J^) is then 
s ^ 
where cp(g),g e Fg j^ , i s the element of T^ representing the 
coset gV(Fg^) . The set 
S, = { t x . ( c p ( t , x . ) ) " ^ I i = l , . . . , k , t e T , } \ { e } k 1 1 1 ^ 
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is a set of free generators of v(f ) . 
chosen, S^  c: S^^^  . V/rite 
By the way To was 
X = (tgX.(cp(t3X.))-i I ts = tlXi"' , ti e T,, i = k + l,...,2k] 
n = {(x.) ^ I ti 6 Ti, i = k + l,...,2k] c S^ X^S 
By 8.3, 
-1 -1 
((x.)"' ) , a"^  € sgp(S ) 1 t k 
V/rite 
Hvt Y = {(x.) 
1 
- 1 
t e T, i = k + 1,. ,2k} 
Since a^  e sgp(s ) for all t 6 T and Y is obtained from t k 
X CI S . \ S. by suitable conjugation by the a , it follows 
that (Sgk^  X) U Y is an alternative set of free generators of 
Modulo , sgp{x^  I i = k + l,...,2k} is 
isomorphic to (u) • Because of the way T was chosen, we 
have, modulo u(v(Fgij)) , 
sgp{T,x° I i = k + l,...,2k; 
^ sgp{x"| i = k + l,...,2k} sgp (T) 
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which is isomorphic (mod U(v(Fgj^))) to w ( k ) . This completes 
the proof, 
8.4 Corollary. If v) generates TJ Y for some cardinal 
V , then Wj^  can be embedded in some finite direct power of it. 
Proof. Under the hypothesis of the corollary, any 
finitely generated free group of U Y can be embedded in a 
suitably large finite direct power of F^ (TJ Y) . In particular 
this applies to v) and thus to by Lemma 8.2, 
The following lemma together with Corollary 8.4 completes 
the preparation for the proof of 8.1. 
8.5 Lemma. If n = p , a prime, then every set of normal 
subgroups of W = F (N) wr F (A ) such that none of the normal c c = N c =n 
subgroups is contained wholly in the base group, has non-trivial 
intersection. 
For the proof a corollary of the following lemma is needed. 
8.6 Lemma. (cf, Higman [8].) Let F be absolutely free ^ ^ k 
on J li > 2 , and let V be a nilpotent variety 
of class c . Denote the subsets of containing 
not less than 2 and not more than c elements by 
, and form 
C(s^) = sgp[)' I r a commutator of weight c with set 
of entries precisely S.} 
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Then, if Q is the natural homomorphism F — > F /V(F ) , 
we have 
sgp { c ( s j | i = i , . . . , ^ } e = c (s , )0 X . . . X c(s^)e . 
Proof. It suffices to prove that if 
e V(F ) , 
where T^ e c(S^) , i = 1 , . . . , - ^ , then 
r E V(F ) for each i 
i k 
The proof is by induction on the cardinal of . Let cp^  
be the endomorphism of F, which fixes the elements of S. and K 1 
maps a l l other free generators in (x^^,... } onto e . Then 
if |S.I = 2 , 
Therefore y. e V(F, ) . Assume as inductive hypothesis that 1 K 
Y. E V(F ) for a l l S. with |S.| < s < K . We may then J k J J 
omit from .^ . . .yp those y 's whose corresponding S . ' s 
^ J 0 
contain not more than s elements, and then have the remaining 
product s t i l l belonging to V(F ) . I f |s.| = s + 1 , an K 1 
application of c p . to this smaller product completes the proof 
of the inductive step and thence the proof of the lemma. 
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T/e apply th is learaa to the base group b(w^) of W^  . 
Suppose f r e e l y generate F (m) , the "bottom" c c 
group of W . Then there exists a commutator of weight c c 
with i t s set of entries prec ise ly (in the sense 
of 7 ,10) xvhich does not reduce to e . Otherwise, since 
F (N ) is reduced f r e e , a l l commutators of weight c would be e c = 
and F (m) would bo r i lpotent of c lass < c » Denote such c 
a commutator by , . . , ^ • -^ n obvious set of f ree 
generators of B(W^) , which is tho f r ee group of rank c 
F (4^) .c = n^ c of N , is { x . ( h ) | i = 1 , . . . , c , h e F (a ) } . 
c —^ ~ 1 c n 
Then we have the fol lowing coro l lary of Lomma 8.6 . 
8.7 Corol lary. The elements of the set 
I h. e F j ^ ) ] , 
are a l l non- t r iv ia l of order m^  where m^^ divides m , the 
exponent of N , and independent. If m, = qm„ where q is — J- 8 
a prime, then 
S = {(R ^ I h. e F (A )} 
i s a basis f o r C^ considered as a vector space over GF(q) 
c of dimension n 
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Proof of Letuma 8 .5 . We shall use Phi l ip H a l l ' s well-laiown 
theorem (see e . g . IvU Hal l , Jr . [ 5 ] , p. 14 l ) the relevant parts 
of which are stated bslow f o r convenience. 
8 .8 Let G be a so luble ^roup of order rs where ( r , s ) = 1 . 
Then 
8 . 8 . 1 G has at least one subgroup of order r ; 
8 .8 .2 any two subgroups of order r are conjugate; 
8 . 8 . 3 any subgroup whose order r ' d iv ides r , is contained 
in a subgroup of order r . 
Since N is a so lub le , l o c a l l y f i n i t e v a r i e t y , we may 
apply th i s theorem to any of i t s f i n i t e l y generated groups. 
We are dealing v,'ith the case W = F (N) wr,, F (A ) where c c - c 
p is a prime. I t follo\7s that \\'i I = p^t where ( p , t ) = 1 
c 
and |B(w )| = t , Since b(W ) < W , 8 .8 .2 implies c ^ c 
that B(IV ) is the only subgroup of order t , and by 8 .8 .3 o 
b(w ) contains every subgroup of order prime t o p , Let K c 
be any normal subgroup of W not wholly contained in b(w ). c c 
Suppose jK| = p^tj, v;here (p,tj^) = 1 . Then by the above, 
a > 0 , By 8 . 8 , 1 , K contains a subgroup of order t^ ^ . This 
must be K OBvW^) . Again by 8 . 8 . 1 , K n B(V/^) i s complemented 
in K by P say, and by 8 , 8 . 2 , 8 .8 ,3 we may choose P to 
be a subgroup of the top group F (A ) = C^  of W c - p p c 
Thus the truth of the lemma w i l l f o l l ov : i f we shoxv that 
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the intersec t ion of the normal closures in W of a l l p -cyc les 
c 
contained in F (a ) , is n o n - t r i v i a l . This we proceed to do. c - p 
Denote the elements of S (defined in Corollary 8 .7 ) by 
where s = p in the present context. We shall 
prove that an element of B ( W ) of the form 
l i e s in the above-mentioned intersect ion for some e j^ , . , . , eg 
not a l l congruent to 0 mod q . 
Let r = C be any p - cyc l e in the top group F (a J 
p C F 
of W and let T be any transversal f o r P in F (A ) , 
"" C - l "" ^ Then T = p*^  ^ . Denote by the mapping of F (a ) 
7 c - p 'P 
into i t s e l f which sends each element onto i t s representative in 
T . Then let cp^  I sgp(s) —> sgp(s) be the homomorphism 
obtained by extending the mapping defined by 
r ( x i ( h i ) , . . . ,x (h ))cp' = r(xi(hiq) ) , . . . , X (h cp )) c I' I i C c i 
^s 3 By Corollary 7.15 r ^ . . . r e T i f and only 1 s i f 
8 .9 ^ r l ' - ' - r l ^ K = ^ ' 
If we c o l l e c t the T^'s which have become ident i f i ed under cp^  , 
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then in the collected expression we must have powers of distinct 
r^'s congruent to 0 mod q for 8.9 to be satisfied. In 
this way we are led to jlj'^ = p^^* "^^ ^ linear homogeneous 
equations in . .e^ over GF(q) . Thus •••Tg 
if and only if e3^,...,eg is a solution of this system of 
equations. It follows that if b is to l ie in the intersection 
of the normal closures of al l p-cycles contained in F (4 ) , c p 
e , . . . , e must be a solution simultaneously of the corresponding ^ S 
systems of linear equations. Since there are p -^1 /p - 1 
distinct p-cycles in F (4 ) ^ C^  , we get in al l c -p p 
p^ - 1 c ( c - i ) 
• P 
(not necessarily independent) equations whose solutions are 
precisely the admissible values for . Now 
c pC - 1 c ( c - i ) S = p > — - . p 
p - 1 
for a l l p and therefore there exist non-trivial solutions, 
This completes the proof. 
Proof of 8.1. 
V/e now prove 'tCN A^) > c where n is once again 
arbitrary (subject to (m,n) = l ) . 
Suppose 8.1 is false and that F^ ^(N A^) generates 
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N A ^ . Then by Corollary 8.4, there exists a finite set Z 
say, of normal subgroups of W with trivial intersection and 
c 
with factor groups embeddable in F (S 4 ) • Let p be any 
c—1 u 
prime dividing n , and let P be the unique subgroup of the 
top group F (a ) of W , such that P = C^ . At least one 
c ~n c p 
normal subgroup say e E , must intersect P trivially. 
For otherwise Lemma 8.5 together with Lemma 7.4 would tell us 
that n K E . Thus W^/M contains a subgroup isomorphic KeS 
to C^ and therefore, by the supposition, so does F (N A ) . 
p C"" 1 ^D. 
If F (N A ) contains a subgroup L = C^ , then, by 
c—1 = p 
8.8.3, L is contained in a subgroup isomorphic to > 
which is impossible. We have reached a contradiction and the 
proof is complete. 
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